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DEFENCE SPENDING

MR Morarji Desai, who thinks he is the saviour of the nation, last
week presented in Parliament the interim budget. for 1967-68.

Prices have risen b 20 er cent between last March and this March; dur-
ing this period, deficit financing has been of the order of Rs. crores.
This has been another year of extremely poor crop; food stocks are in
danger of running dry by the time the lean season comes. For lack of
material and spares, industrial units are fast closing down. As a nation,
we have never been in a worse mess. This should have been the time
for introspection, the time for taking a long, hard look at the way the
economy and the polity have been managed in recent years. We are just
one stop away from total ruin; one would expect. the Congress leaders,
given the severe mauling they received from the electorate last month,
to pull back from their habitul pursuits. But apparently they have not
learned much from the mauling.

The individuals sitting in New Delhi have no business to run up
an inflation in the country and squeeze the people out of existence.
Enough is enough. We shall have to watch Mr Desai. After the plati-_
tudes and the homilies, it is now the time for the most careful husbanding
of resources. Whatever the preamble or the plea, the people would not
any more put up with the chicanery of deficit filnancing. The Govern-
ment must learn to prune its expenditure. A.nd since it is the welfare
of the people that is involved, in considering the question of economising
expenditure, no item must be considered sacrosanct, not even expendi-
ture on defence.

Emergency or no, Defence of India Rules or no, the nonsense of
hush-hushing all discussion on the size of the defence expenditure should
come to an end. Mr Desai has announced that, despite the terrible

.straits in which the economy is in, he proposes to raise the volume of
defence expenditure in 1967-68 to Rs. 969 croores, an addition of Rs. ~5
crores over the present year's level. Pray, what for? If inl1ation squeezes
the people out of existence, it would be little solace for them to know,
ex post, that at least they were militarily well defended. A poor nation
can only afford so much to provide body to the_ metaphysical concept
of defence, and nothing beyond. \ If the defence effort is going to
annihilat.e the economy, the people would rather opt out or the military
pomp and think of other ways for securing their frontiers.)

Besides, as things are now arranged, there is little means of checking
what goes on in the name of defence expenditure. Others abide our
question, the defence' budget is free. After a perfunctory airin~ of
views in Parliament, the entire defence appropriat,ions are voted in
lump. From then on, one must only speak in whispers. Of the near-one
thousand crores we have been spending each year since 1963 on defence,
nobody really.knows how much ends up with the cont,ractors, how much
with the business tycoons, how_ much on acquiring junk hardware from
the United St.ates of America. It is not done-a~king such questions.
Meanwhile, let prices soar and let people starve.

Even as this hokey-pokey goes on, scary stories will be spread every
now and then about movement, along the northern frontier, of massive
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MARCH 31, 1967

Sans Scruples
I

policy. The ballyhoo in the nation-
al Press and the sudden visit of the
Union Labour Secretary to Calcutta
a few days ago are all of a piece;
those who remember what happened

_in Kerala in the days of the first
Namboodiripad Ministry will under-
stand. The Prime Minister herself

. followed an unusual practice in' in-
viting separately the three West Ben-
gal Ministers. The purpose may have
been to probe whether separately
they speak in different voices; that is,
how united the United Front Minis-
try is. For all that Mr Mukherjee

"has been told in New Delhi, West
. Bengal's relation with the Centre is
unlikely to be cordial. The visit has
provided the background in which
the State Government should set its
dealings with the Centre in future.

Factionalism within the uneasiest
of coalitions called the Congress
Party has brought down the Ministry

" of Mr Bhagwat Dayal Sharma with
a thud; and there is little evidence
that any lessons have been drawn,
let alone learnt, from the Chaudigarh
fiasco. If party before country was
the motto of most politicians, Con-
~ressmen promoted it to self before
party; and the result is that the
party is flourishing no more than are
its unprincipled adherents. What
used to be true of small enclaves like
Goa and Pondicherry, where the Con-
gress made a miserably poor showing,
is today true of entire States like
Bihar, West Bengal, Orissa, Kerala,
Madr.as, Rajasthan and now Haryana.
In a House of 81 in Haryana the
United Front behind Rao Birendra
Singh can claim no more than 45
votes, which mayor may not pro-
duce a viable government for very
long; but the ouster of Mr Sharma
is significant of a certain trend of
thinking in the Congress which has
wider implications.

With Madhya Pradesh and Mr D.
P. Mishra in mind, some people have
argued that the Congress had 9nly
to purge its "impure" elements ruth·
lessly to regain its strength. Mr Mi·
shra has indeed pulled it orr aft.er get-
ting rid of dissidents. It should at the
same time be pointed out that in West
Bengal Mr Atulya Ghosh made a si·
milar attempt-with disastrous r{f-
suIts to himself and his party. In
Punjab, it is believed, Mr Sharma
brought about his downfall by seek·

NOW

to share their surplus with those not
so fortunately place.d. The Congress
is in power in a minority of States
only, and the Central leadership will
not dare to take any risk with the
fragile unity-of the party on which
the future of Congress Governments
in these States rests. Alternatively,
the Centre could help the' State by
granting subsidy so that the procure-
ment prices of paddy could be raised
to make it attractive to producers
without disturbing the sale price of
rice. Mr ]agjivan Ram may have no
objection to this but surely Mr Morar-
ji Desai has. Between Kerala and
West Bengal the Centre can easily
adopt a neutral stance and advise
West Bengal, as it has done in the
case of Kerala, to raise the sale price
of rice in rationiJ?g areas.

What the State Government's new
food policy is going to be is not
known at the time of going to press.
But it seems that an increase in the
price of rice will be unavoidable,
maybe not immediately. Not every-
one in th~ rationing areas, specially
those who are supplementing their
ration by clandestine purchases, will
mind. Others will grudge, but they
may soften somewhat if they know
that the Government is working on
a target to raise the weekly ration to
2,400 grammes. The hardship of the
coming months will not pe in vain
if after its experience in New Delhi

, the United. Front Ministry resolves
not always to look up to the Centre
for assistance. After all, the Central
pool is largely' made up of imports,
mostly from the USA, and it will not
be quite in character for the new
order in West Bengal to base its po-
licy on American munificence., If Dr
P. C. Ghosh can make West Bengal
self-sufficient in food in two years,
which he is convinced is feasible, the
interim hardship may not be resent-
ed.

All this does not exonerate the
Centre. of its guilt. It has not only
withheld cooperation but simultan-
eously with sugary talk of Centre·
St.ate relationship has initiated an
approach which can only embitter
West Bengal's relation with New
Delhi. Mr] aisukhlal Hathi was 'not
among those whom the West Bengal
team was .originally scheduled to
meet. This sudden interest in the
State's 'labour unrest created by lay-
off, retrenchment and closure on a
large scale is the Centre's note of dis-
sent to the State Government's labour

Failure Of A Mission ?
It would have been against the

grain of My Ajoy Mukherjee to de~
clare that his mission to New Delhi
has been a total failure.' He has
cloaked it with a euphemism which
anybody can see through. All that
the Ministerial team from West Ben-
gal has been able to wrest fr?m .the
Centre by way of hard promise IS a
series of all-India conferences at New
Delhi next month, obviously not for
a special hearing of West Bengal's
case but. presumably to bring home to
the United Front Ministry how low
the State is placed in the Centre's
order of priorities. Such conferences
have a way of their own of dealing
with the periphery only leaving the
crux to take care of itself. It will,
therefore, be futile to expect that the
proposed conferences will take West
Bengal's food or resources problems
nearer to solution. When the State
did not receive a fair deal from the
Centre in the past, there is no reason
why it should get that now; on the
contrary, the Centre may elect to be
more close-fisted, for in its partisan
view all States are no longer eql!al.
Never a believer' in the principle of
distribution according to needs, the
Centre may well evolve a formula to
penalise the unequal StatelS among
which West Bengal is. Myopia may
not allow t,he Congress Government
at New Delhi to take to any other
course.

There are already indications that
the Centre's response to ,.v est Bengal's
demand for a reasonable allocation of
cereals from the central pool may be
lukewarm. The Union Food Minis-
t.er sought to impress upon the West
Bengal team how difficult it would
be for him to meet the State's re-
quirement. What he did not care to
explain was that the surplus States,
most of which have Congress Minis·
tries, would not part ;yith their grains
to feed the deficit States, the majo-
rity of which have rejected the Con-
gress. Nor wUl the Centre h?;~ the
courage or the heart to comp~l them

divisions of Chinese troops, who,
like the Almighty in Tagore's poem,
come, come, ever come. They will
perhaps keep on coming till as long
as certain elements continue to feel
the need to do a Houdini with
,Rs. 1000 crores every year. These

..; elements would have I invented a
China if there were none.

I
\
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to e..elude from his cabinet Con-
men outside his faction, who

promptly walked out and made pos-
'ble a United Front government.

Political laxatives can apparently have
different effects on different patients;
or political physicians. It might weIl
have paid l\fr Sharma to keep Mr
Chand Ram and Rao Birendra Singh

.J1appy. If the last. two did not love
each other too much, as seems more
than probable, this would have been
a factor in favour of Mr Sharma.

What is clear from alI these goings-
on is that principles have little re-
levance in Indian politics. "Inde-
pendent" had frequently in the past
been only another reading of "ON
ALE"; but today, no matter what

ticket you contested the election with,
changing- sides seems entirely permis·
sible. In Bihar an SSP candidate for
Parliament, successful, thought noth-
ing of joining the coalition cabinet
there. But in Haryana, the basis
of allegiance seems entirely factional
or personal. How long the Govern-
ment will last nobody can tell, the
Congress remaining the largest single
entity in the legislature; but the Gov-
ernor, Mr Dharma Vira, has set an
example of parliamentary correctitude
his counterpart in Rajasthan had sad-
ly neg-lected. As for the aforemen-
tioned theory of inclusiveness and ex-
clusiveness in the art of political sur-
vival, the future of Mrs Gandhi's own
cahinet may tel! us before too long
what the lessons are. Combination is
not always safer than choice from the
available options. The non-Con-
~TesSgovernments of India should
be a fa cinating subject for students
of what they call political science.
Hanana is welcome to the assembly
of guinea-pigs.

Troubled Track
If Calcutta High Court's lOJunc-

tion of March 23 has given all con-
cerned some time to have second
thoughts on what needs to be done
about tram fares in Calcutta, it has
also inhibited comment. The merits
of the Calcutta Tramways' case and
and the company's claim that it can
revise or rationalise (i.e., increase)
fares without the permission of the
Government of West Bengal will no
doubt be examined by his lordships.
In the meantime, however, there are
several incontrovertible facts and
orne uncontradicted' suggestions
which need to go on record. W'ithout

NOW

prejudit:e to anything the company
may say before the court, it 'can be
stated straightaway that an inconspi-
cuous advertisement (2.8" X two co-
lumns) in the papers of the morn-
ing of March 23 was the -first intima-
tion the public had of the company's
intention offi1xing Class I single
journey fares at l5P and those of
Class II at lOP-both to take effect
from the morning of March 24, only
24 hours. away. Whether the Gov-
ernment had any earlier intimation
seems disputed.

To many it must seem more than
coincidental that the CTC's an-
nouncement c!lme during the known
absence of the Chief Minister and
the Deputy Chief Minister, who is
also Minister for Transport. Ac-
cording' to reports, again uncon~ra-
dicted, the company told the umon
on March 22 that "rationalisation"
of fares was entirely within the com-
petence of the company which need-
ed no approval from the Government.
In a forthright editorial on March
23 the Bengali daily, "Jugantar",
questioned the claim with evidence.
The paper referred)to the third
clause of the 1951 agreement which
is said to have laid down that revi-
sion of fares must be referred to the
Tramways Advisory Committee which
shall send its recommendations to
the Government and the company.
The paper also says that in the 20
years between 1947 and 1966 the CTC
has approached the Government on
at least seven occasions for enhance-
ment of fares. In the same editorial
there are interesting remarks on the
complexion of the present ownership
of the CTC, involving Indian capI-
tal; the point is that none of these
contentions, doing little credit to
most parties concerned, has yet been
con tradicted.

Even after the present row over
raising fares has been settled one way
or the other, through legal processes
or executive firmness, there will re-
main a need to look into CTC affairs.
very closely in order to find an endur-
ing answer to the question of public
transport in Calcutta. All too soon
public transport in the city becomes
a problem of law and ordel'; and
the tramway bosses well knew to what
dangers they were exposing not only
the company's assets but all life in
Calcutta by increasing tram fares in
a manner almost irresponsible. It
needs to be established too whether
the Congress Government of Mr P. C.

Sen made a promise to the CTC to
the! effect that it would be in order
to increase tram fares-after the elec-
tion, the election that got him out.
There is much talk of keeping outer
space free of nuclear warfare. The
Calcutta public's modest prayer is
that trams and buses will be taken
out of the weaponry of political war-
fare in the city. The CTC's contri-
bution to this end has to date been
negligible; and that is an under-
statement. There are indications in
the rest of the industrial scene that
somewhere there may be a concerted
move to embarrass the United Front
Government in West Bengal. The
conspiracy should have been antici-
pated and prepared for in advance.

Vietnam, April 1967
The two socialist giants go on mak-

ing periodic noises about American
aggression in Vietnam, but their pro-
tests and warnings are becoming in-
creasingly irrelevant. In China, the
revolutionaries have been asked to
look after the spring harvest; Musco-
vites wiII soon be waxing eloquent
over the thaw and admiI'ing the blos-

t ~oming trees in the Kremlin gardens.
'The Americans have been left free
not only to continue their murder-
ous assaults but also to step them up
both in nature and magnitude. While
Soviet ne otiators are bus seekin
agreement WIt t e on c ec 109

fIle spread of nuclear weapons, the
AmerIcans are considering whether
and how to use these weapons to se-
cure peace aid freedom in Vietnam}
The Pentagon has denied that it ts
planning to use them but has not even
pretended that the possibility is not
being examined. The Russians are
probably,still convinced that the nu-
clear menace to mankind consists in
the academic possibility of more coun-
tries making the bomb.

'\rhe Ameicans, at least, seem
convinced that the Soviet Union will
acquiesce in almost every action of
theirs in order to avoid direct involve-
ment in the Vietnam war. China
wants to avoid it so as not to giveau
excuse for AmerIcan nuclear attacks
on er own lOstal atlOns. As for
Russia, the new generatlO and its
leaders in the Kremlin find their pro-
fessed international obligations an
acute embarrassment in their present
state of respectable maturity; the
Revoluti~n is already almost 50 years
old and ~ow many of them even think



of it today? (In April 1917 Lenin
left Switzerland to lead the Revolu-
tion in his country; today Stalin's
daughter finds herself'in Switzerland
after leaving her country. The sym-
bolism may have been noticed both

\ in Russia and in the West, and re-
4gretted in neith)T).

The Russians do not even bother
any longer to show much indignation
over American escalation of the Viet-
nam war. Their propaganda guns
are trained on Peking. This March
has seen some of the most brazen
acts of escalation without even the
loud, customary Soviet protest, let
alone any countermeasure. Mining
of ~ivers, bombar~ment by long-range
artIllery and shellmg by warships off-
shore began in February; early in
March the Americans took another
major step towards all-out war. F-lD5
Thunderchiefs from bases in Thai-
land bombed the steelworks at Thain-
guyen, only 38 miles from Hanoi.
What is believed to be North Viet-
nam's most valuable industrial asset
was struck in a massive raid' such
industrial plants, with their c~ncen.
tration of workers, had so far been
exempted but the Americans are now
in no mood to draw fine distinctions
between industrial and military instal-
lations. Washington has not stated
any change in policy, but the New
York Times quotes an American
sourc~ in Saigon as saying: "You
haven t seen the end of it yet. I
don't thing the airfields around Hanoi
are immune. I don't even think
~hat the docks around Haiphong are
I~mune forever. We are going to
tIghten the noose until they can't
take it an~ longer." The huge B-52
bombers wIll now operate from Thai-
land instead of from Guam.

"No ~me knows," says the New
Ym'k Tzmes, "how the Soviet Union
would react. if one of her ships were
~it in the Haiphong harbour." Judg-
mg by her recent performance, how
can anyone be sure that she would
react at all? Some might even sus-
pect that her only reaction would be
to stop h~r ships from sailing to dan-
gerous VIetnam. The North Viet-
namese would be starVed of valuable
supplies, but the Russian ships would
be safe. In any event, Moscow could
be expected not to create com plica-
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tions by retaliatory action. Its un-
willingness to get involved and in-
ability to influence the course of the
war in any other way are now altoge.
ther clear.· That is perhaps why the
Russians now seem as anxious as
Washington to bring Hanoi to the
negotiating table. That, at least, is
the American conclusion. Senatol
Jackson put it very neatly when he
said: "There are some reasons for
thinking: that Soviet leaders would
prefer a settlement. The bombing of
the- North, for example, is probably
a source of embarrassment, for it de·
monstrates that the Soviet Union can·
not prevent the United States from
bombing a brother communist State.
.... In this sense, the bombing has
political significance-control over it
is one of the few political assets and
bargaining levers we have in encour-
aging the Russians to pressure Hanoi
to de-escalate militarily to negotiate."
. It wi~l be interest~ng and highly
mstructIve to know If the Russians
have in fact been putting pressure on
Hanoi to accept the American terms
for peace talks. Significantly, Presi-
dent Johnson in his letter to President
Ho Chi Minh suggested that the pro-
posed talks be held in Moscow "where
contacts have already occurred". Dr
Ho has firmly refused to be drawn
into the trap, pointing out that the
U.S. aggression is against Vietnam
as a whole, but he has a most diffi-
cult time ahead. With the Russian
eagerness for a settlement and China's
preoccupation with her own affairs,
he can hardly expect the kind of ef-
fective help his people will need to
face the increased ferocity of Ameri-
can aggression .. Johnson is counting
upon this and will do alL he can to
make the coming April the cruellest
for the people of Vietnam. But he
may still not have reckoned with the
strength of Vietnamese will. Time,
after all, is not on his side; with the
elections approaching, he must soon
be able to show some results The
thought may make him still' more
reckless, but the reaction would be
more adverse if the outcome remain-
ed inconclusive even then. The North
Vietnamese and the Vietcong may
not get all the assistance they could
get from Russia and China, but they
have already suffered so much that the
prospect of further suffering will not
make"them surrender their struggle.
That the suffering could be, yet may
!lot be, much reduced by their allies
IS the saddest thought of this spring.

Calcutta Diary

CHARAN GUPTA

CRAFTY old C. R. may be right.
There may be a coalition

government at the Centre in about
fifteen months time. It will, of
course, be a coalition between Mrs
Indira Gandhi and Mr Minoo Ma-
sani, with some Jan Sanghites look·
ing benignly on. From the Swa-
tantra point of view, Mrs Gandhi
couldn't have made a better be-
ginning. Rajaji and Mr Masani want
a Union Ministry 'of talents'. Where
else can talent be found except in
the palaces of Maharajas and the
boardrooms of the capitalists? On
this, both Mrs Gandhi and the Swa·
tantra party are seemingly in agree·
ment. Mrs Gandhi has already taken
the maharajas in; it is now for the
Swatantra to fill in the quota of
capitalists. Well, if the party insists
that they would also like to tuck i
an odd Maharani, I am sure M
Gandhi would not be a spoilsport
In about one year, give and take
few weeks either way, Maharan
Gayatri Devi would be our Ministe
of Culture. That would be a Cui
tural Revolution too of a sort.

• •
I. c~n only pity those congenit

optImIsts who would never say di
and wllo still keep on believing th
Indira Gandhi, Jawaharlal Nehru
daughter, would even now usher i
socialis~, and that the enlighten
MaharajaS, whom she has induct
into the Cabinet, would help her
hasten the process. There is no re
son to assume that the distance
tween Indira Gandhi and J awaharl
Nehru is any shorter than betwe
Madame Svetlana and Josef Stali
And even if it were, it baffles me w
the daughter could not be trusted
commit the same mistakes as w
committed by the father. Neh
started out with the postulate t
a smart bunch of civil servants wh
English accent was imp~ccab
cou.ld. work out anything, includ'
SOCIalIsm. Mrs Gandhi would s
to have a similar faith in her reti
of princes. ,. .

She is entitled to her faith.
what makes it a murky show-al
a re-run of 'The Last Days of
Great Mughals'-is her nonchala
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appearance on the list for the first
time last year. Kerala was directly
under the Centre longer than one
can remember and the Centre is to
blame for any lapse there in the past.

A crackdown on the States was in-
dicated in the President's Address but
Mr MoraTJi Desai was a little more
communicative about it. The
squeeze would hit the non-Congress
States most, especially those trying
to expand the area of State trading
in food or trying to subsidise food to
offset the rise in prices. Some of
these States are in the red because of
gross mismanagemen t by the Con-
gress governments in the past but the
successors to these Governments are to
be penalised now. Mr Morarji Desai's
tough talking on this on March 24
gave away the Centre's plans. The
only way to avoid overdrafts is to
live within one's means, Mr Morarji
Desai told us at the informal get.
together in his house. But one
thought this precept held good for
the country as well and the stage of
overdrafts on the '''' orlel Bank's du-
bious charity was ending a t. last.

The interim budget is aimed
agairist the States. For instance, the
provision in the budget for advances
to States for internal procurement
was Rs 32 crores but the revised es-
timates was Rs 2 crores. The pro-
vision this year is a meagre Rs 10

the goods that it can get from all
sources; it is not therefore immedia-
tely clear why any contingent o[
goods despatched to Hanoi or Hai-
phong must always be presumed to
end up with China, And even if it
does, what is wrong with that? Trade
should have nothing to do with
friendliness. After all, what we could
conceivably send to North Vietnam
or China-or Pakistan-would not
be fissionable material, but agricultu-
ral products and such like. And all
these countries would have paid us
in precious foreign exchange. But
no, why should we earn foreign ex
change ,vhen we can beg for it-and
sel! the nation's sovereignty in the
bargain,

NOW

T HE formality of mutual pledg-
ing of co-operation is over and

the veneer of cordial Centre-States
relations has flaked off. It was time
someone told New Delhi that a
Centre-States clash was inherent in
the new situation and Mr E. M. S.
Namboodiripad said it in Madras on
March 24,

But it looks as though the Centre
would force the confrontation before
the States are ready for it. Its new-
found love for fiscal discipline is
amusing if only because it amounts
to a financial squeeze on non-Con-
gress States which want to go ahead
with a dynamic food policy.

After all its ostentatious resolve to
end deficit financing, the Centre piled
up a budget deficit of Rs. 350 crores
when the baby was passed on t6 Mr
Morarji Desai. The States had been
reckless with overdrafts, no doubt,
but the worst defaulters were those
run by satraps close to the Prime
finister. It is no secret in ew

Delhi that Mr 'D. p. Mishra was vir-
tually bullying the Reserve Bank in-
to granting fantastic overdrafts be-
cause he was close to the Prime Min-
ister. Andhra Pradesh is another
unrepentant defaulter and Mr Brah-
mananda Reddy's personal eq'uation
with the Prime Minister would ex-
plain this. Madras was the most dis-
cipIi'ned State but made a modest

FROM A POLITICAL CORRESPONDENT

Squeeze On States
lIe.lhi LetTer

But shamefacedness is a disease
which does not affect them in New
Delhi. Mr Chagla has now repeat-
ed Mrs Gandhi's formula of 'no-com-
pl'omi~e-with-the·country's -honour-to-
get-aid'. Agreeing to stop trade with
North Vietnam, he repeated I:ast
week in Parliament, parrot-like, does
not compromise the country's honour,
since in any case we had not been
trading with that country. Whatever
we would have sent to North Viet-
nam, he said, again echoing Mrs
Gandhi, would have ended up in
China; and you know how friendly
toward us that country is, he winked
in superior fashion.

This type of superciliousness will
not do. North Vietnam needs all

••
Dependence [or food corrupts, and

ahsolute dependence for food cor-
rupts absolutely. Mr Chagla's par-
liamentary performance last week
raises doubt whether we have
still a Mini try of External
A/lairs, or whether it has already
become an appendage of the U.S.
Department o[ State. M r Ches-
ter Bowles, the U.S. Ambassador,
has told l\fr Chagla that the. \meri-
ran Emba-;sy official who accompa-
nied l\fadame S"etlana to Rome was
not a member o[ the CIA: what Mr
H01l'1e,says, 1\11' Chagla beljeve~. The
t I,S. EmLassy paid for the lady's air
ticket and provided her with a
'chap( nm' up to Europe, but Mr
(,ha~1a says that there was nothing
improper in what the Embassy did,
there "'as no question of its trans-
gre sing the 'normal' limit~ of diplo-
matic activity. It makes me asham-
ed that Mr Chagla happens to be the
Minister [or External Affairs of my
country.

picking almost about anybody
the circle of her friends. I think

e is putting the parliamentary sys-
tem under great strain. It is not
enough for her to claim that the
friends she has installed in the Cabi-
net would get elected to one of the
Hou es of Parliament in course ot
the next six months, and therefore
no con titutional impropriety is in-
voh-ed. But there are certain nor-
mal conventions, the principal one
being that the Cabinet would be
chosen from among the chosen re-
pre~entatives of the people. One
can take liberty with this convention
only up to a point, and when cir-
cumstances are such that there is no
obvious alternative course immedia-
tely available. Since it can be pre-
tuned that, for example, Mrs Gan-

dhi always intended to appoint Dr
Karan Singh as a Cabinet Minister
-her intention has been fairly open
talk for more than a year now-the
proper thing for her would have been
to ask the Kashmir Maharaja to con-
te t a seat in the election last month.
Let me raise a hypothetical issue.
Suppose Dr Karan Singh now stands
for election to the Lok Sabha from
a COil tituency which may be vacat-
ed for him and gets defeated. Ob-
viously, he would then have to re-
ign. But, for the intervening pe-

riod, his role would be that of an
interloper.
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lakhs. The Centre is out to scuttle
the plans of some of t.he States to
step up State trading in foodgrains or
resort to monopoly procurement. A
blanket restriction on overdrafts
without reference to the purpose
would hit the non-Congress States.

Mr A. K. Gopalan's stand repre-
sented the extreme reaction to the
step. He thought Kerala should uni-
laterally "write off" what it owed the
Reserve Bank and the Centre be-
cause the previous Government was
responsible for the muddle.

This is only one aspect of Centre-
State relat.ions. But there are other
imponderable preci pitates . in the
situation. Official thinking has been
rather laconic and all' the stories
planted in the newspapers about the
alleged flexibility of the Constitution
obviating any clash is so much balo-
ney. The Madras Governor's address
to the legislature asked for more
powers to the States. The demand
for autonomy is building up and
some see in it a "secessionst." threat.
Mr Annadurai began like a "good
boy", displaying more concern for
constitutional etiquette than those,
who unlike Mr Annadurai, never
preached secession. But his disen-
chantment with the Centre is not. far
off. The Dravida Munnetra Kazha-
gam may not revive the secessionist
slogan for obvious reasons but Ma-
dras is sure to clash with the Centre
shortly. Soon the Constitution would
be on trial. The vote at the last
elections amounted to a verdict
ag-ainst unitarianism which our Cons-
titution represents.

Is there any Federal Constitution
in the world which mentions one
language as the official language?
Either there is no mention at all
(e.g. the Soviet Constitution or the
U.S.). or more than one language is
mentioned (e.g. the Yugoslav Cons-
titution or the Canadian). The In-
dian Constitution mentions only
Hindi.

Secondly, nnder Article 248 of our
Constitut.ion, the residuary powers
are with the Centre unlike in the
United States where they are with the
States.

Under Article 249, the Union can
encroach upon the States' list in the
national interest. Under Article 251
Union's law prevails over the law of
the State legislatures when the latter
is repugnant to any of the former's
laws.

Under Article 252, Parli ent can
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legislate for two or more States by
their consent and adoption. Under
Article 250, Parliament becomes em-
powered to legislate on any sul9ject
on the States list when the President
has p.roclaimed a State of Emergency.

A constitution, federal in form but
unit.ary in content and concept, can-
not meet the new situation. Unless
the Constitution is amended to make
it federal in spirit the States are go-
ing to collide violently with the
Centre.

Congress President
The kitchen is too small for the

expanded entourage of pseudo-sophis-
ticated mediocrity and it has to
stretch out into the garden. How
long Dr Triguna Sen or Dr Karan
Singh (Air India's second Maharaja)
would last amidst this mediocrity is
hard to tell now. Mr Asoka Mehta's
control of the petroleum and chemi-
cals sector has a lot to do with the
U.S. petroleum interests' designs in
India. But he is also the bridge be-
tween the Congress and the Swatan-
tra on the.eve of a possible detente.
Before such an entent.e, however, a
fierce struggle for control of the Con-
gress party is coming.

The report sometime ago il'l a Cal-
cutta daily that Mr Kamaraj was
thinking of resigning as President was
promptly contradicted by the not
so strong but still silent man. But
the story was not without some
basis.

Mr Kamaraj and Mrs Gandhi have
divergent attitudes to the electoral
defeats. Mr Kamaraj thinks it was
a big defeat, a debacle but Mrs Gan-
dhi thinks it was not so serious and
the Congress has not fared so badly
after all. Mr Kamaraj is for a dy-
namic implementation of revamped
policies but Mrs Gandhi thinks every-
thing is just fine with the party's
policies.

Mrs Gandhi's following has been
trying to persuade her to make a bid
for party leadership. The "fusion of
leadership" theory is being sold by
her entourage and the precedent of
Mr Nehru's days (he clashed with
Tandon) is being invoked in sup-
port. The Working Committee
forestalled the demand for Mr Kama-
raj's exit by announcing the time-
table for the next organisational
elect.i\:>ns. But those interested in
throwing Mr Kamaraj out are not
prepared to wait till November. The
issue is to be forced at the next meet·

ing of the AICC scheduled for May,
but Mr Kamaraj is trying to post-
pone it to July so that Mrs Gandhi
commits more mistakes and is suffi·
ciently discredited anew so that she
cannot stake any claim to party lea·
dership.

If an AICC meeting cannot be
averted in May, Mr Kamaraj is be·
lieved to be thinking of seeking a
vote of confidence in himself to fore-
stall any ouster move. It is a sinis-
ter game on either side but if the
Prime Minister tries to gain supre-
macy in the party and the "fusion"
of leadership comes about, far from
stabilising her Ministry, it would
hasten the ex pect.ed mid-term elec-
tion provided she does not follow it up
with a coalition with the Swatantra.

To date Mrs Indira Gandhi ha
not requested Dr Radhakrishnan to
cont.inue as President for another
term. She is reported to lavonr Vr
Zakir Hussain. But it would hardl)
be surprising if she backs Mr Jaya-
prakash Narain in the end. The
Swatantra Party's main concern now
is to induct the Sarvodaya leader in·
to the Government as a first step to-
wards its goal of a government of all
talents.

Immediate Problems
Amidst the atmosphere of medie·

val palace intrigue in New Delhi.
the Government has nearly forgotten
the immediate problems. The food
situation would be critical from
April through October and if the ex-
pected six million tonne imports are
not arranged, it would be a near
breakdown. Everything now depends
on the Consortium which meets in
Paris on April 3.

The arm-twisting is entering a new
phase and the demand for a second
dose of devaluation is being stepped
up. One does not know if the Gov-
ernment had agreed to 75 per cent
devaluation in two stages, before the
elections and after. But Mr Morarji
Desai left one in no doubt in the
Lok Sabha that he did not endorse
devaluation but had to defend it.
being the Finance Minist.er. No fur.
ther devaluation as long as it lay
within his powers, he said. But one
devaluation leads to another, and
then disaster. That is the way of all
devaluations.

March 25, 1967
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Parliament

Innocents Abroad
RUBBER-NECK

1N the fourth Lok Sabha, the new
faces outnumber the familiar,

persisting profiles. The vanquished
veterans ol the ticket stampede and
the election battIe who watch the
Hou e forlornly and wistfully from
the heights of the distinguishe~ visi-
tors' gallery would vouch for It.

The innocents are yet to learn
t.he ropes. Mr Jyotirmay Basu must
have realised that everything has its
heartbreaks, even a prosaic thing like
catching the Speaker's eye. But he
should have no reason to complain
because even an old campaigner,
Prof G. G. Swell, discovered that the
Speaker, Mr Sanjiva Reddy, did not
know his name yet. .

The strength and the new-found
confidence of the Opposition obviated
the need for the hit-and-run tadics
of yester year. Last week passed off
without the walk-outs and zero-hour
skirmishes. The rule-book-waving
Hari Vishnu Kamath was not there
and others who looked possessed by
rules showed poor markmanship. But
there was more than the usual share
of excitement, even for the hardened
qnics of the Press Gallery. The old-
timers of tlle Opposition pilloried the
Congress benches mercilessly. There
are newcomers on both the sides and
so it looked like the massacre of the
Congress innocents for a while.

The line between the Congress and
the Opposition looked blurred
throughout tile week because the
pattern is yet to reveal itself. Until
the last day, seats had not been al-
lotted and the Opposition members
were dispersed chaotically all over.
But even after they had been ration-
ally grouped together, the political
contours were not sharply etched.
Not yet, at least. That may be be-
cause every major Opposition group
is in power in some States and in
opposition in some others. The DMK
of course does not have this problem
because it rules one and is the third
Opposition group at the C~ntre.
Both the Communist parties and the
SSP have been pushed behind in the
House by the 25-memher DMK group
now.

The week began with the CIA and
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ended with it. The ramifications of
the sinister outfit seemed to extend
to everything under the sun and the
CIA lurked slovenly, like an unde-
finable life factor all the time. It
was all cloak-and-dagger witli that
James Bond touch because l'atlaire
Svetlana (or "Stalin ji ka beti", as Dr
Lohia affectionately calls her in the
official language of the Constitution)
had everything to do with the CIA.
At the end of the week, rounded off
by the half-an-hour debate on the
CIA initiated by Mr Umanath, al-
most every all-India party in the
House had been accused of links
wi th foreign agencies and the CIA
must have had the last laugh.

American blackmail of India
ranged from devaluation to Miss
Reita Faria, as the ebullient Mr Hem
Barua told us. (In the last session
of the Rajya Sabha, the Chairman,
Mr Zakir Hussain, could not quite
understand why a bachelor member
like Mr Bhupesh Gupta should get
worked up over Miss Faria so
often) . But what really intrigued
Mr N ath Pai was the "notorious"
"inefficiency of our Foreign Office
when it came to handling women-
be it Miss Faria or Miss Svetlana
Stalin.

AS'it turned out, the CIA had not
spared anyone. After Mr Umanath
had mentioned some very important
Congress names connected with orga-
nisations indirectly financed by the
CIA, Mrs Tarakeshwari Sinha said
even poor V. K. Krishna Menon, try-
ing to find his way to the House
through the tortuous process of a bye-
election, had connections with an in-
stitution financed by Asia Founda-
tion, in turn financed by the CIA.
The suave Mr Chagla was intrigued
and puzzled about everythirig, in-
cluding tile questions members had
asked about the Svetlana affair. The
U.S. Ambassader in India had told
the Government that so-and-so was
not a CIA agent and the Govern-
ment had to believe the Ambassad-
dor. But one question that went
unanswered was-in what currency
was Svetlana's air fare paid and by
whom.

The Necklace
The CIA aside, the week witnessed

parts of two debates and the Oppo-
sition said things which it could not
have said in the old House and got
away with it. Dr Lohia returned to
his pet obsession-Mrs Indira Gan-

dhi's necklace and the mink coat.
But the Communist Party Chairman,
Mr Dange, was not bothered so much
about necklaces as he was about the
heads above them.

The diminutive father-figure of
the CPI struck great form, returning
to the House after five years. The
Left CPI's P. Ramamurti thundered
denunciation of the Congress, also
on the Rajasthan issue but his Ora-
tory had that unmistakable stamp of
the Madras beach. Maharani Gaya-
tri Devi narrated the Rajasthan
events in painstaking detail, of
course, as she underst,ood them, while
the Home Minister, Mr Y. B. Chavan,
recounted them as he understood
them. Between the two, the distinc-
tion between 93 and 59 which Mr
Dange left undrawn, was altogether
lost and one did not know if the
Governor, Mr Sampurnanand, was
right or wrong in recommending Pre-
sident's Rule for B ajasthan. The
Prime Minister, speaking in immacu-
late Oxfordese with that nasal twang,
said she was not bothered about no-
confidence motions. In the end she
Pllt Prof Balraj Madhok of t.he Jan
Sangh in a spot by disclosing that he
wanted President's Rule in Rajasthan
at one stage. The piqued Professor
did a bit of explaining and said he
wanted "uplifting" of President's
Rule all the same.

The debate on the President's ad-
dress was in a way the "fresher's de-
bate". It was a monotonous strafing
of the Government, one foray after
another. There was little focus in it
because the Government had not spelt
out its policies and there was nothing
to attack in particular. The debate
stood suspended in mid-air when the
House took up non-official business
and adjourned for the week.

There is little doubt the Opposi-
tion can out-talk the Congress three
to one because the debating talent in
the truncated ruling party is so little
now. The seasoned campaigners have
bowed out and the new talent is yet
to be spotted. The Opposition
suffers from fewer inhibitions. Des-
pite its arithmetical minority, it can
outwit and trounce the Congress in
any debate. But not if it fails to
groom its newcomers. The Swatan-
tra Party has a lot of ex-JCS talent
now, though it cannot make up for
the loss of Prof N. G. Ranga, the
man from Oxford with the most un-
Oxfordish accent. The SSP's new-
comers are mostly from the Hindi
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pondingly, the share of Congress
votes in the total for all but one of
these dropped substantially. Else-
where the Congress losses in seats were
not matched by marked changes in
the party's share of votes. Secondly,
there' were 3 districts (Jalpaiguri,
Purulia and Darjeeling) where the
party either maintained its position
or only slightly improved it; voting
performances also remained rather
stable. Congress made relatively big-
ger gains in the last group of 4 dis-
tricts (24-Parganas, Calcutta, Midna-
pur and Howrah). In all but one
the party voting figures also improv·
ed significantly, but not to the same
extent as the gain in seats. In that
crucial district of 24-Parganas, the
discrepancy between gain in seats and
in share of votes was particularly
striking. What is interesting is that,
taking the State as a whole, Congress
lost quite a bit of the ground practi-
cally all over the rural areas; but it
managed to improve its overall posi.
tion by an unexpected string of suc-
cesses in the industrial areas.

1967 Elections: Despite the change
in government, a closer look at the
figures for this year reveals a near·
stability in most districts as compar-
ed to the 1962 elections. In a majo.
rity of districts Congress performance
in regard to seats has not changed
very much. For this purpose, we had
to caJlculate "hypothetical" number
of Congress seats for each district so
that the change in the number of seats
per district between the last two
elections could be taken into account.
Losses or gains are put as the differ·
ence between this "hypothetical"
number and the actual number 01
wins in 1967. (As an example let us
take the case of Hooghly where the
total number of seats went up from
15 in 1962 to 18 in 1967, i.e. by 20%.
For the Congress to maintain its share,
it should have won, not 10 seats as
in 1§62, but 2070 more, i.e. 12 seats
in all. The actual tally for the party
was only 7 seats. Hence we have
reckoned the party's loss at 12-7
=5 seats). In most of the 10 dis·
tricts where Congress gains or losses
were small, Congress shares of votes
also remained unchanged; in only 3
of these did the latter ratio change
by more than 5%. Congress gained
4 seats each in Cooch Behar and
Nadia without any appreciable rise
in its voting share; similarly, the
party lost to the same extent in two
other districts without losing too
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CPI (M) CPI BangIa Forward
Congress Bloc

2221 830 1140 560
17·7 6·6 9·1 4·5
135 62 81 41
43 16 34 13

16·5 13·4 14·1. 13·3

In Mr H. V. Kamath's defeat, the
House has lost the very agent pro-
vocateur of humour but Mr Nath
Pai, Mr S. N. Dwivedi and Mr Hem
Barua of the PSP are back.

It is a more colourful House, this
time. It has lost the saffron-robed
Swami Rameshwaranand but there
are two new Swamijis and a Buddhist
monk, Kaushak Bakula of Ladakh.
to make up for it. There are quite
a few charismatic beards of the Or·
der of Moses and Marx. And a fair
share of Maharajas and Maharanis,
and as another week begins, we
rubber-neck from the Press Gallery to
catch a bit of the drama below.

May 25, 1967
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a sizable following. Yet the bigger
the party the larger, it appears, are its
votes per seat contested. Does it im-
ply that the larger among the non-
Congress parties have been more
"responsible" than the smaller ones
in their choice of constituencies?

The Congress debacle, as it has
already been noted by several colum-
nists, is far from being a general one.
A compadson of Congress perform-
ances in the last three elections re-
veals some interesting facts which are
underlined below, while the com-
plete statistical data for the last two
elections are summarized in Table 2.

1962 Elections: At the 1962 elec-
tions Congress predominance in rural
areas was broken. First, there was
a group of 9 districts (Bankura, Mur-
shidabad, Nadia, Cooch Behar, West
Dinajpur, MaIda, Hooghly, Birbhum
and Burdwan) where the party won
fewer seats than in the previous (1957)
elections, winning less than one-half
of the total. In the first four of these
Congress lost rather heavily; corres-

region and can hold the floor with
confidence, and the stormy petrel
from Bombay, Mr George Fernandes,
would soon turn out to be its
hatchet-man. The arrival of Mr P.
Ramamurti, formerly of the Madras
Assembly and the Rajya Sabha,
would no doubt ginger up the Left
Communist group though Mr A. K.
Gopalan still talks of "non-confi-
dence" motions and the like. The
Jan Sangh's Atal Behari Vajpayee
and Prof Balraj Madhok displayed
a lack of practice but can do better
than they did. Prof M. L. Sondhi's
Sanskrit syntax was a little mixed up
when he took his oath but he should
prove a good debater nevertheless"

10

Congress

The Congress party, despite its de-
pleted strength, is still nearly two-
and-a-half times as strong as its near-
est rival, the CPI-M ; the latter again
is twice as strong as its immediate fol-
lower, the BangIa Congress. The dis-
crepancy between the parties in re-
gard to the votes polled per seat con-
tested is much less; obviously, each
party set up its candidates more or
less in those areas where it expected

Votes polled (in thousands) 5191
70 Votes polled 41 . 3
Number of seats contested 280
Number of seats won 127
Votes polled per seat contested
(in thousands) 18·5

West Bengal Elections

IN this sequel to the preliminary
analysis of election results pub-

Iished ,on March 3 in this weekly we
propose first of all to give corrected
figures based on more complete data
regarding the overall performance of
the main parties. Secondly, a detail-
ed district-wise analysis is presented.
In the final section we have tried to
investigate the socio-economic bases,
if any, of the major parties in this
State as revealed in the election data.

Overall Statistics: The relevant
data on the performance of each of
the four main parties are given in
Table 1.
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many votes. Really heavy losses were
incurred in 24·Parganas (27 seats)
and in Midnapur (IS seats) with the
party's share of the polls slumping by
over 120/0 in each case. Once again
as it happened in 1962, 24-Parganas
followed by Midnapur emerge as the
most consistently "unstable" of all
the districts, with their very large
numbers of seats and a voting pat-
tern that is liable to big swings in
favour of or against the Congress.
These two districts, it appears, can
make or unmake the government in
this State.

Of the non·Congress parties, the
Communists alone have a strong base
in this State as a whole. In 1962 the
united CP had at least one MLA from
every district except jalpaiguri
and Purulia. Now there is no Com·
munist MLA at all from 6 districts;
the CPI has won seats in 4 districts
)nly while the CPI-M has one or
more MLAs from 10 districts. In th~
arne way as with Congress, we have

estimated hypothetical gains or losses
for the Communists as a whole. Over-
all they have made only a small gain
of 4 in the number of seats won.
Only 4 districts are "unstable" for the
Communists, according to our earlier
definition. Their heaviest losses
have been in Bankura and Burdwan
(4 seats each) although their share
of votes went up by 5.6% and 4.60/0
respectively. These losses have been
offset by bigger gains of 6 seats in
Midnapur and 13 seats in 24-Parga-
nas, the main beneficiaries bein~ the
Right and Left parties respectively.
Curiously enougn, the Communist
hare of votes in these two districts

hardly moved at all between the last
two elections; it actually fell by 1.70/0
in Midnapur but rose by 1.20/0 only
in 24-Parganas. It is also worth point.
ing out that in 4 au t of the 12
"stable" districts, the share of Com·
munist votes in the total changed
mOle than marginally; it fell by
14.67'0in Darjeeling, 10.S% in West
Dinajpur and 4.S% in Nadia while
It went up by 50/0 in Howrah.

Of the other parties, t.he role of the
Bangia Congress deserves a separate
analysis. Its entry into the electoral
'iCenewas perhaps the decisive factor
from a narrow psephological angle.
As we have already noted, the Con-
~ress reverse can be largely explain-
ed by its debacle in Midnapur and
2·l.Parganas; gains and losses in the
other districts more or less cancel each
other out. In the first ()f the two
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districts, the Bangia Congress wrest·
ed lO seats from the Congress, ob-
taining 21.9% of the total votes poll.
ed in the district; moreover, its ac·
tive support to the CPI-Right help-
ed the latter to grab S more seats
from the Congress. In 24-Parganas
the BangIa Congress won as many as
9 seats though polling a bare 11%
of the total valid votes in the diS-
trict; if we remember that the Con-
gress share of votes dropped by
12.5%, and total Communist share
increased by a bare 1.20/0 one can
see at once the critical role of the
BangIa Congress. Among other dis-
tricts the last-named party emerged as
a significant force only in Nadia (5
seats and 23.6% of votes) and Ban-
kura (4 seats and 21.40/0 of votes);
in bot9- these cases the seats were tra-
ditional Congress strongholds.

However, a part of the BangIa
Congress success is explained by the
fact that in most cases it had a straight
fight with the Congress without the
intervention of ULF candidates.
Thus in 24-Parganas of the 9 seats
bagged by the party, it faced a trian-
gular challenge in one constituency
only; similar figures for other dis-
tricts are: 4 triangular contests out
of 10 seats won in Midnapur, lout
of 4 in Bankura, and none out of 5
in" Nadia.

Using the 1961 census data on land
holdings we have classified the dis-
tricts into three different classes ac-
cording to the degree of inequality
in land distribution. The voting
pattern in these classes was as fol-
lows: In areas where small land hold-
ings are predominant (i.e .. more than
half the farms are below 2.5 acres in
size) the CPI (M) and the CPI toge-
ther have polled 27.40/0 of the votes;
the districts included in this category
are Darjeeling, Hooghly, Midnapur,
24-Parganas, Purulia and Howrah. In
the districts of Birbhum, Burdwan,
MaIda, Murshidabad, Nadia and Ban-
kura the land distribution is slightly
Iless. In these areas t.he pro-
portion of holdings of size less than
2.5 acres varies between 30 and 500/0~
The share of CPI (M) and CPI .in
the votes polled in these areas is
19.5ro. In other districts where small
holdings (i.e. below 2.5 acres in size)
form less than 30% of the tot . the
Communists have obtained only
14.2% of the votes. The CPI (M)
obtained IS.97, 16.1 and 10.3% of the
votes in the three categories respec-
tively; their performance was parti-

cularly poor in the districts of West
Dinajpur and jalpaiguri where the
proportion of farms above 5 acres is
over 45%; they have definitely fared
better in areas where small holdings
are predominant. The Congress poll-
ed about 44.5% in the middle group
and about 390/0 in the other two
groups. A more intensive study of
the rural areas may reveal more in-
teresting relationships between the
voting pattern and degree of concen-
tration in the land distribution.

Industrialization and Voting
It would be interesting to study

the voting pattern in the industrial
areas in West Bengal. We are in-
debted to Dr S. Chakravorty for help-
ing us to map out the industrial con-
nurbation on the basis of his study
of industrial agglomeration in West
Bengal. We selected for special study
the following electoral districts: 8
constituencies (Durgapur, Asansol,
Kulti, Raniganj, Hirapur, Barabani,
Tamura, Ukhra) in the district of
Burdwan; 6 constituencies (includ-
ing Howrah, Bally and Uluberia) in
the district of Howrah; II consti-
tuencies (including Budge Budge,
Dum Dum, Garden Reach, Pannihati,
Khardah, Naihati, Titagarh etc.) in
21-Parganas; and 9 constituencies
(including Kharagpur, Serampore,

Cossipore etc.) in Midnapore,
Hooghly and Calcutta. In all
these constituencies there is a high
percentage though not necessarily an
absolute maj0rity of industrial work-
ers among the votes. The voting
pattern there is indicated in the table
on page 13.

In 1962 in these areas the Com-
munist Party and the Forward Bloc
together obtained 47.l % of the total
votes polled. This year the CPI,
CPI (M) and the Forward Bloc have
altogether obtained 48.1 %-a slight
increase in the strength of these left
parties. On the other hand the Con-
gress, which obtained 45.7% of the
votes in 1962, has 108t ground to
some extent (the corresponding
figure ,for 1967 being 42.3%). In
1962 the Congress won 15 seats, the
Communists won 12, and Forward
Bloc 3. In 1967 on the whole the
left parties have not gained substan-
tially in terms of the number of seats
won.

In the. 1967 elections the perform-
ance of CPI (M). is distinctly better
in the iRdustrial areas. They.obtain-
ed in these areas 34.20/0 of the votes
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polled whereas their overall average
in the whole' 01 West Bengal is
nnl~ 17.70;0' As regards the Con-
!-(ress,the proportion of votes it ob-
tained in the industrial areas (42.3%)
is almost equal to its average per-
formance elsewhere in the State
(41.30/0)' The CPr"is way behind the
Congress and the CPI (M) with only
8% of votes polled; only lout of
their 14 candidates was elected. This
failure is in part due to the triangu-
lar figh.ts in no less than 13 consti-
tuencies where CPI candidates con-
f~onted CPI (M) and Congress can-
dIdates.

Land Holding
What has been said above regard-

ing the Communist influence can be
corroborated indirectly by other
means as well. In the first place we
ranked the districts according to the
,hare of the manufacturing sector
(including both factory and house-
hold industries) in the national in-
rome for each district. We have bas-
ed ourseh'es on the none-too-reliable,
although the only ones aya11able to
lIS,statistics contained in "Inter-dis-
trict and Inter-State Differentials-
1955-56", published by the National
Council of Applied Economic Re-
search. There is no distinct }'elation-
ship between' this share "and the share
of Congress yates. Bu t the Commu-
nist performance has been definitely
better in all districts where manufac-
turing activity is carried on on a si<T-
nifirant scale. There afe only fi,t.'e
districts in the State (Calcutta, How-
rah, Burdwan, 24-Pargana<, and
Hooghl)) where the manufacturing
,ector contributes more than one-
third of the national income in the
dimict and where this share is some-
whRt hgher than that of the agricul-

'Business Manafler
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in this State, it seems to draw sup-
port from practically all classes in
the community. More accurately,
we could not locate any particular
socio-economic class or group that
has turned against or exclusively fa-
voured the Congress. On the other
hand, the Communist iqfluence
seems to fall into a more recognizable
pattern. The common charge that
they have made little headway in the
rural areas is by and large true; the
fact that in 1967 there is no Commu-
nist MLA from districts like Ban-
kura, West Dinajpur and Darjeeling
in each of which the united party had
secured nearly a quarter of the votes-
or more in the previous elections may
well indicate the. absence of sound
party bases in these, and possibly
Other, rural areas of this State. But
the Communists have a solid core ,of
support which has only marginally
increased between the last two elec-
tions, in industrial and urban regions;
here they are not lagging far behind
the erstwhile ruling party in terms
of votin~ percentages. What has just
been saId of the Communists as a
\\'hole is even more true of their ma-
jor unit, namely, the CPI-M. 1t has
failed to secure a significant share at
votes in any of the rural or non-in-
dustrial , districts. It seems to be a
party almost exclusively of the in-
dustrial proletariat and the urban
middle classes. Unless it can achieve
a dramatic bre'akthrough among the
peasants in the villages, it has no
prospect in the foreseeable future of
replacing the Congress as the largest
party in the State. In order to keep
the latter out of power must it of
necessity ~onie to an agreement with
other parties with a predominantly
rural base?

Number of seats
won

17
12
1
3
1

Number of scalS
contested ,

34
26
14

7
2
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tural sector. In all these districts the
Communists polled 30% or more 01
the votes; in no other district was the
Communist share anywhere near'this
mark. Thus it can be stated that the
Communist influence increases direct-
ly as the district becomes less and less
dependent on agriculture for its live-
lihood; indeed, the Communists have
failed to make any significant inroads
(i.e. getting at least 300;0 votes) in
districts which have relatively fewer
industries.

In the second place, an attempt
has been made to correlate voting pat-
tern to the degree of urbanization in
each district. Do the townspeople
vote in the same way as the rural
folk? Congress share of votes does
not seem. to vary in any regular man-
ner as between the towns and the
countryside. B.ut the Communist
share does. Wherever one quarter
or more of the district population
lives in an urban area, the Commu-
nists tend to get 300/0 or more of the
votes. Conversely, in 'practically all
the districts with the solitary excep-
tion of Midnapur where the urban
population constitutes a mere .one-
tenth or less of the total, Communists
have not managed to obtain more
than 150/0 of votes. It would, how-
ever, be wrong to jump to "the' conc-
lusion that the Communists' beconie
progressively weaker as the degree of
urbanization tends to fall. For, we
have districts like Burdwan and Mid-
napur which ,are far more "rural"
than, sa), Nadia or Darjeeling; and
yet the Communist votes were pretty
high in the first two, and almost neg-
ligible in the last two, districts. It
may finally be noted in this con-
nexion that two of the three districts
where the Communists' lost, heavily
(i.e. where their share of votes fell
by over 10%) during this election
as compared to 1962, are among the
least urbanized in this State.

We may now summarize the lnairi
results of our analyses based on socio-
economic criteria.· First of all, there
is very little than can be said to ex-
plain the extent of Congress follow-
ing in various districts of West Ben-
gal. By far the m0st "popular" party

0/0 of total votes
obtained

42.30/0
34.20/0
8.00/0
5.90/0
1.40/0

Party

Congress
CPl (M)
CPI
Fonvard Bloc
SSP
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The Shame And The Glory

there in every constituency. The
Congress margin everywhere was be-
tween one and three thousand, and
in every constituency the new voters
numbered between three and five
thousand.

The officials, it is alleged, cam-
paigned in favour of the Congress.
They told the new voters that if they
voted Congress, and if the Con·
gress won they (the officials) would reo
gularise their exchanged properties,
and grant loans, dadans etc.

The Opposition also alleges that
the Congress managed somehow to
tamper with the ballot boxes. It
has published evidence in a local
paper.
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ing to a report, it was only because
of Reuther's unremitting resistance
that a compromise resolution was
passed leaving it all to President
Johnson.

Meany, who in 1955 had called
Jawaharlal Nehru an aide and ally
of Commuism, was undeterred by
Reuther's opposition to the ALF·
CIO's hard-line conservative foreign
policy. He enjojyed majority in the
executive council which, meeting in
August, offered not only complete
and unequivocal support to President
Johnson's position in Vietnam, but
also said that criticism of the war "can
only pollute and poison the blood·
stream of our democracy". Meany
and his cohorts, it must also be reo
membered, gave full support to
longshoremen who sometimes ago had
refused to load wheat intended for
Soviet Russia.

If Meany's right-wing beliefs were
restricted to pronouncements such a~
these, perhaps the breach between
Reuther and the AFL-CIO would not
have come to a pass; bu t these were
mere symbols of the conservative.
often reactionary, operations the AFL·
CIO pursued in foreign lands with
about one-fifth of the organization's
annual budget of two· billion dollars.
to which was' added, according to
an estimate given in an article in
The Nation, about $110 million reo
ceived from the U.S. Government.

bring about. People wanted a pro-
gramme many times, but the ULF
failed to provide it. Why? Be-
cause of their internal conflict and
lack of co-operation. They were
looking at each other as the enemy.
The Congress exploited this weakness
and sowed confusion in the minds
of the people.

The new voters, comprising mainly
the new inhabitants, found the
Congress in power. They wanted a
quick end to their suffering. They
had no political maturity but had
horse sense. So most of them were
in favour of the fuling party and it
promised them many things. The
new entrants amounted to one lakh
out of 6 lakh voters. And they were

T HE resignation of Walter Reuther
as vice-president of the AFL-

CIO marks both the shame and the
glory of the American labour move-
ment. The shame consists in the
~owing conservatism of the AFL·CIO
In its relations with labour union
movement abroad; the glory is that
Reuther, a liberal labour leader,
watched this growing and on finding
himself outnumbered in attempts to
stem it, chose to resign. In certain
ways, his resignation is politically as
significant as Senator Fulbright's cri.
ticisms of Johnson's foreign policies;
they belong to the same ~enre.

Reuther, whose name WIll go down
in history as a militant organiser of
unions in auto plants against tremen-
dous odds, including threats against
his life, has for quite some time been
protesting against the "foreign polio
cies" of the AFL-CIO, the massive
federation of 120 American labour
unions of which his UAW (United
Automobile Workers) is the biggest
(1.2 million members). But his pro-
tests fell on the deaf ears of George
Meany, president of the AFL-CIO,
and his men who dominate the high-
est executive body of the organiza-
tion. The high point in the conflict
was re.~ched at the convention last
June when Meany's supporters de-
manded a resolution urging the U.S.
Administration to step up its mili-
tary activities in Vietnam. Accord-
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The Tripura Debacle

W RILE the nationwide image of
the Congress has been shat-

tered to pieces, the party has won
a decisive victory in Tri pura-27
seats out of 30 in the legislature and
both the two in the Lok Sabha.

This seems raradoxical not only in
the context 0 the Indian scene but
also in the context of the political
atmosphere prevailing in this region.
People thought the Congress would
be in a minority here. When Con-
gress leaders found themselvs vic-
torious they could not believe it.
And the people? Instead of rejoic-
ing they mourned. When the Con-
gress led a victory procession through
the city. the people did not join it,
and the processionists felt shaky.

But if people did not cast their
votes, how could. the Congress get
such a majority? And what are the
factors that played the vital role in
the elections? While the analysis of
the strength and weaknesses of the
various parties in the election-eve
report published in this paper on Feb-
ruary 10 is still true, other factors
came into play. The vanquished ULF
has brought serious allegations against
the party in power that it utilised the
Government machinery, exhausted
the government funds, and spread
and provoked discord between Hin-
dus and Muslims and between tri-
bals and Bengalis.

What was not mentioned in the
election-eve analysis, however, was the
report of the Commission, ~et ur on
the basis of the 5th Schedule 0 the
Constitution, which recommended au-
tonomy for tribal areas. The CPI and
the CPI (M) supported the recom-
mendation while the Congress op-
posed it on the grounds that if this
were accepted, the future of the Ben-
galis would be in danger. The op-
position could not balance Congress
propaganda. The main element, the
Communists, were handicapped be-
cause almost all their leaders had
been held unde!' the DIR until the
eve of the elections. They found,
on release, that people in all walks
of life were grumbling against the
ruling party and wanted immediate
redress of suffering. So, the leaders
did not feel it necessary to announce
what kind of change they. would
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bring about. People wanted a pro-
gramme many times, but the ULF
failed to provide it. Why? Be-
cause of their internal conflict and
lack of co-operation. They were
looking at each other as the enemy.
The Congress exploited this weakness
and sowed confusion in the minds
of the people.

The new voters, comprising mainly
the new inhabitants, found the
Congress in power. They wanted a
quick end to their suffering. They
had no political maturity but had
horse sense. So most of them were
in favour of the ruling party and it
promised them many things. The
new entrants amounted to one lakh
out of 6 lakh voters. And they were

Letter from America

T HE resignation of Walter Reuther
as vice-president of the AFL-

CIO marks both the shame and the
glory of the American labour move-
ment. The shame consists in the
growing conservatism of the AFL-CIO
in its relations with labour union
movement abroad; the glory is that
Reuther, a liberal labour leader,
watched this growing and on finding
himself outnumbered in attempts to
stem it, chose to resign. In certain
ways, his resignation is politically as
significant as Senator Fulbright's cri.
ticisms of Johnson's foreign policies;
they belong to the same ~enre.

Reuther, whose name WIll go down
in history as a militant organiser of
unions in auto plants against tremen-
dous odds, induding threats against
his life, has for quite some time been
protesting against the "foreign poli-
cies" of the AFL-CIO, the massive
federation of 120 American labour
unions of which his UAW (United
Automobile Workers) is the biggest
(1.2 million members). But his pro-
tests fell on the deaf ears of George
Meany, president of the AFL-CIO,
and his men who dominate the high-
est executive body of the organiza-
tion. The high point in the conflict
was re{lched at the convention last
June when Meany's supporters de-
manded a resolution urging the U.S.
Administration to step up its mili-
tary activities in Vietnam. Accord-

there in every constituency. The
Congress margin everywhere was be-
tween one and three thousand, and
in every constituency the new voters
numbered between three and five
thousand.

The official" it is alleged, cam-
paigned in favour of the Congress.
They told the new voters that if they
voted Congress, and if the Con-
gress won they (the officials) would reo
gularise their exchanged properties.
and grant loans, dadans etc.

The Opposition also alleges that
the Congress managed somehow to
tamper with the ballot boxes. It
has published evidence in a local
paper.

ing to a report, it was only because
of Reuther's unremitting resistance
that a compromise resolution was
passed leaving it all to President
Johnson.

Meany, who in 1955 had called
Jawaharlal Nehru an aide and ally
of Commuism, was undeterred by
Reuther's opposition to the ALF·
CIO's harel-line conservative foreign
policy. He enjojyed majority in the
executive council which, meeting in
August, offered not only complete
and unequivocal support t,o President
Johnson's position in Vietnam, but
also said that criticism of the war "can
only pollute and poison the blood-
stream of our democracy". Meany
and his cohorts, it must also be re-
membered, gave full support to
longshoremen who sometimes ago had
refused to load wheat intended for
Soviet Russia.

If Meany's right-wing beliefs were
restricted to pronouncements such as
these, perhaps the breach between
Reuther and the AFL-CIO would not
have come to a pass; but these were
mere symbols of the conservative,
often reactionary, operations the AFL·
CIO pursued in foreign lands with
about one-fifth of the organization's
annual budget of two- billion dollars,
to which was' added, according to
an estimate given in an article in
The Nation, about $110 million re-
ceived from the U.S. Government.

MARCH 31, 1967
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The AFL-CIO's international acti-
vities, financed by this mammoth bud-
get, are masterminded by Jay Love-
stone who was a founder and the Sec-
retary-General of the American Com-
munist Party. In the early days of the
Comintern he was closely associated
with it. In 1928, at the Comintern
Congress which he attended, he sup-
poned Bukharin against Stalin. On
his return home, he found himself an
outcast from the party on Stalin's
orders, and fought Stalinists by orga-
nizing a rival Communist party. It
was in 1940 that a change of heart
occurred, and Lovestone gave up
Communism. From there it was a
short step to anti-Communism.

Lovestone's life-hitory is colourful,
and it is given here in the barest out-
line only to add a sense of drama to
t.heconduct of right-wing foreign po-
liciesof the AFL-CIO, which has been
worrying Walter Reuther and his
equally eminent brother Victor for
the past couple of years. During this
period, these policies became more and
more crude and blatant. A long list
of the AFL-CIO's right-wing foreign
policy actions can be cited; but for
the purpose of proving my point only
a few will suffice. Some of these are
carried out with a hush hush air and
often in hand and gloves with the
State Department.

The Record
The AFL-CIO, for instance, backed

the American intervention in the
Dominican Republic, and long before
Castro was even known in Cuba, it
had supported the Cuban Confedera-
tion of Labour which was a pillar ot
upport of the dictator, Batista, whom

Castro overthrew. In the 1964 Bra-
zilian revolution, it supported the
military dictatorship of Castelo
Branco. The same year, there were
reports that it actively intervened on
behalf of the forces lined up against
Prime Minister Cheddi J agan of Bri-
tish Guiana.

Latin American countries are the
happy hunting ground for the right·
wing policies of the AFL-CIO, and
there have been charges that in its
foreign policy operations, it acts in
direct cooperation with the. CIA.
Lovestone, it has been reported,
stoutly denies this, although he main-
tains that as a good American he
would supply the Government with
any information that may have a
bearing on American security. There
is little question, however, about the

~fARCH 31, 1967

close cooperation between Lovestone
and the U.S. Government. According
to a report, the appointment of la-
bour attaches in the U.S. missions
abroad must receive his approval. So
powerful indeed in his influence with
the Government that sometime back
when a series of critical articles on
Lovestone's foreign operation appear-
ed in the Washington Post, he per-
suaded the Labour Department offi-
cials and the director of the USIS to
cancel plans for distribution of the
articles to the U.S. missions abroad.

The irony of the pursuit of these
policies is that while the group in
power in the AFL·CIO believes in
the official separation of labour
unions from political parties and the
government, in its foreign operations
it gives active support to the hot and
cold war policies of the U.S. Govern-
ment. Thanks to the fanatic anti-
communism of its present leadership
-this was' dramatically expressed
when the AFL·CIO delegation walk-
ed out of a meeting of the ILO when
a Polish delegate was elected presi-
dent-the AFL-CIO has become a
handmaiden of those elements in
Washington 'Vho believe in active in-
tervention in dometic events in other
countries to prevent what they sus-
pected as even mildly socialistic mov-
vements for fear of an eventful Com-
munist take-over of those movements.

Reuther of the UAW apparently
thinks this is a wrong approach. No
left-wing socialist himself, he believes
that the American labour should pro-
ject a liberal face to the outside world.
But the radical right is so strong in
the top hierarchy of the AFL-CIO
that after a fruitless battle, he has to
beat a retreat. His protest, however,
can no more cause a change of heart
in Meany and Lovestone than Ful-
bright's could in Johnson and Rusk.

Bicycles and Hairspray
When Harrison Salisbury, appear-

ing before the Senate Foreign Rela-
tions Committee said that bicycles are
"indispensable" in North Vietnam,
Senator Fulbright facetiously quip-
ped, "like hairspray in Saigon". The
despatch of thousands of hairs pray,
meant for use by women, it may be
remembered, had been mentioned by
Fulbright earlier to support the
charge that Saigon had been turned
into a brothel. This charge is, in
fact, part of the wider complaint that
the impact of massive presence 01

American troops in Vietnam is des-
troying its social fabric.

Pearl Buck in a moving article in
the Sunday supplement This Week
has given an illustration of the moral
impact that the presence of American
troops causes in Asian countries. She
says that approximately one in ten
of the young American soldiers sent
abroad to Korea, Japan, Okinawa,
Ta'iwan, the Philippines and Vietnam
becomes the father of a child by an
Asian girl. In nearly all cases, she
wrote, the fathers are not so open,
and she charges that the American
policy to these children is unique,
"We simply say they do not exist-
impossible I But they are there, as
anyone can see."

The officers, supposed to be tough-
minded he-men, are simply uncon·
cerned about this. Accoding to Pearl
Buck, when she broached the subject
to a General, he replied: "Our men
are much too busy for this sort of
thing to happen". When she asked
about their activities in their spare
time, the General broke in sharply,
saying "Our men have no spare time,
They play volley ball and so forth."

Pearl Buck, distressed by the plight
of abandoned children sired by
American soldiers in Asian countries
which is officially denied, started out
on her own to raise funds for their
education and maintenance. "It was
obvious," she wrote, "that the many
thousands could never be brought to
the land of their fathers. Immigra-
tion officials would prevent it." But
her private campaign to raise funds
for these children has elicited little
response. The powerful veterans or-
ganizations were uncooperative; when
the popular columnist Art Buchwald,
at her prompting, wrote a column on
these hapless children, she received
only 151 letters with small donations;
one of the letters was from a young
man who, enclosing five dollars,
wrote: "I have never been to Asia,
but I expect to go next year and I
would like to make a deposit."

It must be pointed out here that
some charitable organizations exist in
the United States which raise funds
for the assistance and education ot
poor children abroad. But what
Pearl Buck is seeking money for is
a different matter-it involes much
more than mere charity. It involves
moral and social responsibility, and
Pearl Buck is distressed to find it is
lacking where bed-happy GIs in Asia
are con.cerned ..
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What The Chinese Did
By the very fact that the Chinese

Communists all along insisted on the
leadership of the proletariat in the
revolution they could not have logi-
cally idealised the peasant in the
true sense of the term. What actu·
ally they did, on the basis of the
Chinese experience, was that they
emphasised the immense revolution-

the beginnings of a working class party
the cla~s ongm of most of Its mem-
bers is rarely proletarian. As Lenm
saId, it is the oourgeois mtell1g'entsla
that "bnngs" the proleLanan world
outlook to the proletarIat. This is
particularly true tor an underdeve-
lOped country with a small and rela-
tively backward working class. Such
was preCIsely the case wIth the ~ol-
Sh~Vlk Party specially belore 1\:105
when Zinovlev descnbed the lew
workers in the party organisatiOns as
"isolated phenomena". Essentially
the Chinese Communist l'any went
through the same process in the be-
ginlllng. Alterwarus even though the
methOd ot seIZure ot power in L.:hina
was different trom that in l: ussia and
for a long time the CCP had to make
the countryside its main theatre of
operations It did not tor a single mo-
ment cease to be the party of the
prole tan at in tile lundalllcntal Marx-
Ist-Leninist sense. Mao Tse-tung's
contribution lay in building and de-
loping the reVOlutionary bases in the
countryside as the mam lorm of al-
liance between the proletariat and
the peasantry under the leadership 01
the proletanat through the Commu-
nist Party in the political, military
and economic fields and, making such
bases the starting points at revolu-
tion and nation-wIde victory, No-
where did Mao and his comrades
speak of peasant leadership in the
revolution. On the contrary they in-
sisted that the victory ot the revolu·
tion was impossible without the lead-
ership of the proletariat. (See, e.g.,
Mao's "Chinese Revolution and ChIn-
ese Communist Party", 19;$9, Selected
Works, II, ;$25). In 1949 Mao sum-
med up the experience of 28 years
in one expreSSiOn, "the people's de-
mocratic dictatorship unaer the lead-
ership of the working class (through
the Communist Party) and based on
the alliance of workers and peasants".
("On the People's Democratic Dicta·
torship", 1949, S.W. IV, 422. OUi
italics) .

move into the less sophisticated areas
or the hill areas of Assam. The
point here is that a supposedly ge-
nerous and introspective society such
as th~ U.S. which has large troop
commitments abroad simply refuses
to face the problem, let alone try to
control it. This deserves strong mo-
ral condemnation.

NOW

Mohit Sen naturally does not stop
there. He goes to the extent of say-
ing that Mao and his comrades
"idealised the peasant". What exact-
ly does this expression mean? It
can mean two distinct things. First,
that the Chinese Communists ad-
vocated and emphasised the leader-
ship not of the proletariat but of the
peasantry in the revolution. This
was, as Mohit Sen reminds us, in
contrast with what Lenin did. Not
only that, and here comes the second
meaning: the Chines~ Communists
adopted for its ideal the peasant qua
peasant. As usual Mohit Sen is very
sympathetic to the Chinese Commu-
nists and recognises the crucial role
of the peasantry in the Chinese Re-
volution once the white terror had
engulfed the cities. But he gently
chides them for universalising their
particular experience to the point of
"glorifying the peasant per se".

Before returning to these specific
charges one should try to clarify cer-
tain elementa.J"Y issues, Implied in
the whole discussion are two related
issues. First, what is a working class
party and what role does it play in
the revolution? Second, what is the
role of the peasantry in the revolu-
tion? A working class party is of
course a party of the working class
and, as Marxist-Leninists have long
since established, it is this party that
leads the revolution as the represen-
tative of the working class itself. Now,
a party becomes a working class party
not simply by virtue of the number
of actual workers in its ranks but
mainly ~by its dialectical-materialist,
Marxist-Leninist world outlook as re-
flected in its practice as well as in its
programme. As a matter of fact, in

A note of caution should be added
to this "story". If there is a lesson
to be drawn from it, it must be more
than merely temporal. Presence of
a large number of troops creates pro-
blems everywhere; even within a
society, stationing of troops can be a
problem, and one should not forget
stories of how men from the plains
or urbanized areas behave when they

China And Our Mandarins

MONITOR

WHO led the Chinese Revolution?
Here, as is to be expected, only

the most profound of our quadrum-
virate has an answer. The answer,
however, is at first non-positive. What
Mohit Sen writes amounts to the
denial of proletarian ,leadership
in the Chinese Revolution. But,
then, which class provided the lead-
ershi p ? Here again the common
mortals are at a loss. The CCP, says
Mohit Sen, relied on the peasants to
accomplish the revolution and on de-
classed intellectuals to take the place
of the proletariat" (our italics).
What is "the place of the proletariat"
in the revolution in Mohit Sen's
scheme of things? We assume that
it is the leading place. It then fol-
lows from the expression just quoted
that the Chinese Communists were
guilty of substituting the leadership
of intellectuals-albeit de classed-
for that of the proletariat. One is,
however, not yet quite out of the
woods. The Chinese Communists
also idealised the peasant army as
some kind of substitute for working
class organisation" (our italics) .
Obviously the two substitutions are
not equivalent. From a plain read-
ing of the two expressions it follows
that when the working class was not
organised it was substituted by the in-
tellectuals and when organised, by the
present army. Unfortunately for the
Chinese Communists they, unlike our
Metamarxist, have all along been very
poor dialecticians. Otherwise they
would certainly have adopted this
brilliant "two-tactics" line laid down
by him. They, in fact, dogmatically
stuck to the old Marxist-Leninist line
of proletarian leadership in the revo-
lution.

16·
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revolution-

aT}' potentiality of the Chinese pea-
sant and pointed out that the Chin-
ese proletariat alone could not pos-
sibly win the revolution without be-
ing firmly allied with the peasantry

. and without giving a correct lead to
the latter. The Cuban and the Viet-
namese revolutions traversed basi-
cally the same road. The result, in
all three cases, has of course been a
"degeneration" I

Mohit Sen, a Marxist and not a
Leninist, while accusing Mao of
"ab orbing Leninism" and not
Marxism, does not hesitate to cite
Lenin when that suits his purpose.
He shows the contrast between Mao
and Lenin as regards their respective
attitudes towards the peasantry; that
is, whereas Mao "glorified the pea-
sant per sen Lenin, while fully alive
to the importance of the peasantry
"for socialism", always insisted on pro-
letarian leadership. The first part
of the argument concerning Mao has
already been examined. What about
the second part concerning Lenin?
,'0 Marxist ever discusses the place
o[ a class in a revolution without
"pecifying the stage of the revolution
and the particularity of the class in
question. The Russian Revolution
was not simply an all-socialist revo-
lution, 'contrary to what is implied
in Mohit Sen's phrase of Lenin "win-
ing the toiling peasant for socialism"
(our italics). As is well known, it
passed through the bourgeois-demo-
crati stage before assuming a so-
cialist character, though there was
no Chinese wall between the two
tages. Lenin naturally had no sin-

gle fixed-for-all-time attitude to the
peasantry. For the bourgeois-demo-
cratic stage he advocated an alliance
of the working class with the whole
peasantry, but for the socialist stage
it was the poor peasantry that was,
according to him, the firm ally of the
workin~ class. In both the cases,
however, the working class alone
(Quid lead the revolution. (Two Tac-
tics, 1905-Selected Works, Vol. I,
Part 2, p. 107). Lenin was the first
to emphasise the importance of the
peasantry as an ally of the proleta-
riat in a revolution. Already in
1856 Marx envisaged, in the case of
Germany, the necessity of some sort
of a peasants' war "to back the pro-
letarian revolution". (Letter to En-
gels in Ausgewahlte Schriften, II,
424. This English expression appears
in the ori~inal German letter) . Lenin
developed this line of thought much

further in the specific context of
backward Russia though many ".well-
known Marxist intellectuals" at that
time were shocked by this deviation
from the "German model". In China
and other countries, no longer im-
perialist themselves but just colonies
or semi-colonies, the revolutionary
potentiality of the peasantry, spe-
cially of the middle and poor pea·
santry, has been and is much higher
than in imperialist Russia at any
stage of the revolution. The whole
history of the national liberation
movements testifies to this. So a me-
chanical comparison between what
Lenin did in the conditions of Russia
and what other revolutionaries did
in the very different conditions of a
colony or a semi-colony is just phil is-
tinism.

Lenin himself, who had no con-
tempt for the peasantry, envisaged
for the peasantry a more important
role in the national liberation move-
ments than it could have in Russia.
Thus at the Second Congress of the
Comintern (1920) during the debate
on the national and colonial ques-
tions Lenin went so far as to say that
"the peasants who are under a semi-
feudal dependence can perfectly assi-
milate the idea of the Soviet organi-
sation and realise it ..... It can be
applied not only in the context of
proletarian relations but equally in
the context of peasant relations of a
feudal or semi-feudal character".1
Then he added that "it is necessary
to adopt not only the Soviet institu-
tions but also the Communist Party
(its composition, its particular tasks)
to the level of the peasants of the
colonial East".2

While insisting justly on the great
revolutionary potentiality of the
Chinese peasants-meaning thereby
mainly poor and middle peasants-
Mao never suggested the leadership
of the peasantry at any stage of the
Chinese Revolution. He invariably
emphasised that "only under the
leadership of the proletariat can the
poor and middle peasants achieve
their liberation".3 This was his po-
sition even in his first published writ-
ings. The same view is held by Lin
Piao. At the same time Mao and his
comrades were very much alive to the
need for transforming the peasantry
in the sense favourable to socialism.
Contrary to what Mohit Sen hinks,
they did not think of this transforma-
tion solely in terms of ideological re-
moulding. "The serious problem",

Mao pointed out, "is the education of
the peasantry. The peasant economy
is scattered, and the socialization ...
will require a long time and pains-
taking work. Without socialization
of agriculture there can be no com-
plete, consolidated socialism".4 This
socialization of agriculture was itself
firmly set in the context of socialist
industrialisation.5

So much for the Maoist "glorifica-
tion of the peasant jJer se".

Higher Phase
Almost two decades after the sei-

zure of power by the Chinese pro-
letariat the Revolution in China con-
tinues unint.errupted and enters a new
and higher phase. This is indeed "a
revolution within a revolution". Any-
thing approaching a final and defini-
tive analysis of this infinitely complex
phenomenon is impossible at this
stage. But of one thing one can be
more or less sure. This is the first
time in the history of the working-
class movement that a Communist
Party is trying to change the entire
world outlook of a whole society on
such an extensive scale. What is also
unique in the history of the Commu-
nist movement is the fact that the
masses themselves in their hundreds
of n:i1lions have .been expressly au-
thonzed and asked to criticise and
reform the ruling party itself. This
"democracy within the dictatorship"
on such a vast scale is the most gigan-
tic social experiment undertaken in
the history of mankind. More than
anybody else the Chinese themselves
are conscious that t.he way is long
and difficult. "Ten years ago", said
Chou En-lai to Edgar Snow in 1959,
"we began a second Long March.
We have taken only the first step.
That's all". .

(Concluded)

1Retranslated from the French version of
the proceedings given in Schram et D'cn-
ca14ssc-Le Mar."Cisme et I'Asie (1853-1964)
-Armand Colin, Paris (1965), p. 209.

2 Ibid-pp. 45-46.

3 Chinese Revolution and Chinese Com
tmmist Party-S.W. II. 324.

• On the PeoPle's Democratic Dictatorship
(1949)-S.w. IV. 419.

• On the Question of Agricultural Co-
operation' (1?55); Sections 7 and 8.
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and later in selecting a Cabinet, 1\lr
Sharma had been busy advancing the
interests of his own faction rather
than of the Congress. Infighting was
carried to the point where rivals
evidently felt they must break Mr
Sharma to assure their own political
survival. The old habit of the Con-
gress to hold all factions together at
the cost of all principles and disci-
(pline indeed n~eds changing. But
if the change is not to be reckless, as
it has proved in Haryana, the person
chosen should at least have a subs·
tantial majority in his favour. Yet,
the paper says, a viable alternative
government may also be difficult to
put together. The Jana Sangh, the
second largest party, has only 12
members in a House of 8 I-fewer
than the 16 Independents returned
this time in the surge of dissidence
which affected all parties to the State.
The Congress rebels who crossed over
have little in common except a dis-
affection with Mr Sharma while the
loyalties of the Independents are un·
certain. In this situation, the Unit·
ed Front must be at least as wary 01
faction as the Congress. By bring.
ing about the downfall of Mr Shar·
ma's Ministry, the Front has earned
the right to be invited to form a
government. But before rushing in
to exercise it tQ.c United Front should
carefully assess whether its unity is
durable.

MARCH 31, 1

CIA
In an editorial on the recent dis·

closures about the CIA in the Ame-
rican Press Patriot says that the larg-
est part of the blame for the present
situation in which many so-called cuI.
tural and professional organisations,
some of whom were mentioned in
Parliament, are suspected to be aided
by CIA funds should go to the Gov·
ernment. An administration less
afraid of the State Departmen and
more self-respecting could easily have
put a stop to the hordes of American
informers and spies who have come
here in the garb of teachers, expert.\,
Peace Corps volunteers, jornalists
and the rest. Had not individuals
occupying high places in our politics
and in the bureaucracy been prone
to abject cultural and moral prostra·
tion before American wrath, the
Government's policy in this matter
could have been very different. Un·
fortunately, such individuals do in·
fluence diplomacy, commerce, educa
tion and other vital fields and do n

Haryana. The crisis which has over-
taken the State is particularly unfor-
tunate because this new and relative-
ly backward State needs a long period
of political stability to enable it to
find its feet.

In the opinion of The Hindustan
Times) what has happened in Hary-
ana-and the pattern with variations
is already repeating itself in Pondi-
cherry-constitutes a timely warning
to the Congress party. Always a
loose conglomeration of warring fac-
tions, separated by differences· at
caste, community or personal allegi-
ance, the party has held together by
a common will to exercise power.
With the dramatic loss of its exclu-
sive held over governmental office, it
is now particularly vulnerable to the
tendency to split and splinter. It
the party is to survive and re-emerge
from the debris of the electoral blitz-
kreg, it must evolve a clear-cut pro-
gramme based upon the demonstrat-
ed wishes of the electorate. It would

. then be perfectly within its rights to
judge the loyalty of its supporters by
their wholehearted acceptance of its
programme. If the willing coopera-
tion of substantial sections is not
available, it may well be in the par-
ty's own interests to sit in opposition
rather than continue to hold power
under constant threat of group defec-
tions from its ranks. The instability
shown by the Congress Ministry in
Haryana offers an equally sharp warn-
ing to non-Congress coalition Gov-
ernments in various States. The post-
election unity improvised among the
heterogeneous groups represented
within such coalitions is hardly found-
ed on rock .. But there is one differ-
ence. The cementing factor may
prove' stronger in their case because
their identity of outlook hammered
out within them is based on a sin?;le
and firm objective: to deprive the
Congress of its extended monopoly
of power.

The Statesman says that the fac-
tionaIJsm in Haryana Congress to
which Mr Sharma has made a con-
siderable contribution has been his
undoing. Both during the election

1-8

1-' HE developments in Haryana
have provided the Press

with yet another occasion to un-
derscore the so-called instability
of united front governments-a
favourite editorial topic since the
general election. Not t.hat any tears
have been shed for Mr Bhagwat
Dayal Sharma. He has been held res-
ponsible not only for the downfall
of the Congress Ministry in the State
but also for the loss of the party's
absolute majority in the State Assem-
bly. The Congress High Command
has also been blamed for its handling
of the situation, especially for giv-
ing Mr Sharma a rope long enough
to hang himself. All these have not,
however, led the papers to the con-
clusion that the United Front pro-
vides a viable alternative. Although
so soon after Rajasthan they are not
in a position to recommend Presi-
dent's Rule for Haryana, they are
doubtful if the Front will be able to
hold together.

The Indian Express has commend-
ed the decision of the central leader-
ship of the Congress not to surrender
to "indiscipline and blackmail" of
the dissidents but it is unable to en-
dorse the efforts made earlier for a
compromise by offering the rebels
seats in an enlarged Ministry. This
has not enhanced the leadership's
reputation for firmness. The paper
says that the dramatic developments
in Haryana are, no doubt, a sad blow
to the Congress already wilting under
heavy electoral reverses in several
other parts of the country. For the
party's present predicament in Hary-
ana the responsibility rests largely
on Mr Sharma whose conduct has
shown that he lacks those qualities
of tact and prudence without which
no political leader can hold his party
together, especially so in a caste-rid-
den State like Haryana. The way
is now open for the Opposition
groups to form an alterniltive Gov-
ernment with the support of Congress
rebels. A coalition consisting ot
many diverse groups cannot be very
stable, but strong caste consciousness
is an additional weakenin,g factor in
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,CIA can succeed in India in its ef-
forts to corrupt and emasculate our
ruling class only to the extent the
latter is vulnerable to such corrup-
tion.

Prefacing its comments by the de-
claration that it holds no brief for
the CIA The Hindustan Times wants
!.hat before judging the United States
too harshly, in the context of current
affairs, indepq'ndent criti.cs should
con ider whether they are not penal-
ising it for striving to preserve an
open society, and rewarding others
who do not suITer this handicap. It
is no secret that every world Power
maintains secret agencies to pursue
objectives that Governments regard
as too important to be inhibited by
everyday scruples. In totalitarian
societies, such agencies function un·
restrained by the risk of exposure,
e.·rept in the event of a domestic up-
heaval, as occurred after the death of
Stalin. Moreover, newspapers in
America are as free to mount a
serious, factual investigation into the
activities of secret organisations as
they are to magnify or even fabricate
them. Not everything that appears
about the CIA in the United States,
and is reproduced abroad, need be
true. Explaining why non-account-
able CIA and Defence Department
appropriations are utilised by the

.S.. \dministration to aid academic
organisations the paper says that the
shortsightedness of this practice has
now boomeranged. Since the distinc-
tion between assistance and intelli-
gence activities is not clear-at least
from the outside-all organisations re-
ceivinRsuch assistance have been plac-
ed under suspicion. It is now for the
United States to evolve a more open
and direct method of assisting deserv-
in~ organisations. The Government
of India will have to screen funds and
personnel coming from dubious
ource with the utmost care but this

should not lead t.o rejecting projects
of patent mutual benefit.

In a dispatch from Washington T.
V. Parasuram of The Indian Express
reports that the stormy debate in the
Indian Parliament on the activities
of the CIA has been widelv publish-
ed in the American Press .. He says
that it is standard practice to deny
the CIA links when queried by host
governments, but in India's case there

NOW

is an element of mystery in the de-
nial, because the former Ambassador,
Prof GaTbraith, has claimed in a re-
cent article that the CIA had no pro-
blems in India, because its actiVIties
were known to the local authorities.
Parasuram's comment is that as far
as it is known a small proportion of
the intelligence staff identify them-
selves to the Government of India
for liaison purposes, but a majority
continue to operate under. cover. Be-
cause American activities are made
known by inquiring .reporters, it
should not be assumed that the only
problem India faces i~ to guard it-
self against the CIA. India is today
the prime target for intelligence
agencies of several nations and ulti-
mately the only way it can defend
itself is by achieving self-sufficiency
in its economy and defence.

Interim Budget
A budget without tax proposals is

hardly worth taking any notice. The
interim budget presented to the, new
Parliament by Mr Morarji Desai
would have attracted less attention

. but for the hint that the final budget
would contain proposals for incur-
ring additional expenditure and rais-
ing resources for the purpose.. The
Hindustan Tim~s, which has describ-
ed the budget picture as "dismal",
has warned that this is an attitude
that can spell nothing but disaster
for the country. It implies that a
basic fatalism about the scale of ex-
penditure with which the budget
starts and everything else distorts the
perspective. With such a view, there
is no hope whatever of containing
the inflationary pressures about
which much formal concern is re-
peatedly expressed only to be ignor-
ed by budgetary practices. To The
Statesman the budget picture ap-
pears gloomy, but it has reserved
judgment till Mr Desai has shown
in the final budget how he can find
additional resources in a stagnant
economyfl It is worried by the per-
sistence of State Governments in run-
ning unauthorised overdrafts. The
Reserve Bank has yet to adopt a
stricter attitude for limiting them.
The interim budget does not provide
even an interim policy for checking
prices which are 20 per cent higher
than a year ago; nor has it any for
recovering lost ground for e ports.
The point about overdrafts by State
Governments has been made by The
Indian Express also. It says that al·

though the States have now been in-
formed that the Reserve Bank will
be stricter in future, Mr Desai sounds
too optimistic in hoping for the ad-
vent of a new phase in whIch deficit
financing will be a thing of the past.
A much better solution than incr,eas-
ing the size of the Central deficit will
be to scale down the assistance to the
States to the extent of the overdrafts.

Patriot has taken an altogether dif-
ferent view of the hint given by Mr
Desai. It says that if development
is to compensate the downward drag
of inflation, if we are not to be forced
into total dependence on the so-call-
ed consortium countries and step by
step mortgage our economy to Ame-
rica means will have to be found to
raIse resources within the country.
The black-money-cushioned private
sector will plead with Mr Desai that
he would not talk of raising internal
resources and may even threaten him.
If he succumbs, he will go the way
of Mr Sachin Chaudhuri and be even-
tually compelled to devalue the rupee
further and confess that we can live
only as long we can shamefully beg.
Effective resources mobilisation will
require a wholly new attitude in the
Government. Such an attitude will
compel Mr Desai to' review the eco-
nomic situation so that the irrele-
vance of class or group privilege in
a situation of such shocking general
poverty becomes clear. If this is ac-
cepted as the first necessary step in
any essay in economic reform most
of the difficulties that threaten to
overwhelm the Government will dis-
appear. But before he takes the step
Mr Desai will have to part company
with many of those who expect him
to stand by the vested interests-both
political and economic.

Theatre And The
Government

By A DRAMA CRITIC

IT would appear silly to pester the
new Government in West Bengal

before it can settle down with pro-
blems of the theatre. But the theatre,
along with food, employment, edu-
cation and so many other matters,
has to be cared for. The Congress,
during its rule of twenty uninter-
rupted years, never had any consis-
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I would certainly not wish to take
advantage of my friendship with you
and would therefore not take it amiss
in the slightest degree if you do not
feel interested in the enclosure~ as an
editor. , Even so, I would like you
to read it for yourself, for I feel that
some quite unmerited. aspersions have
been cast on the Congress for Cultu-
ral Freedom and its act,ivities. I for
one would have quit the editorship
of Quest without a moment's hesita-
tion if I had felt in any way that such
an ignorant and unprincipled orga-
nisation as the CIA was daring to
exert even the most microscopic in-
fluence on the policies of Quest.

A. S. AYYUB
L;alcutta

./
:!: A statement issued by Mr M. R.

Masani, President of the World Assembly
of the Congress for Cultural Freedom and
Professo't A. B. Shah, Director of Pro-
grammes Congress for Cultural Freedom,
India, ;ays in part: The\ first indica-
tion that the CIA might have tried to help
th~ Congress by channeling funds to it
through some minor American foundations
was given in New York Times articles in
April 1966. On the publication of these
articles the Congress took immediate steps
to reorganize its programmes and finances
so as not to have anything to do with
foundations the legitimacy of whose reve-
nues was not beyond question. And from
January 1, 1967 the Congress depends sole-
lyon the Ford Foundation, w~ich has un-
derwritten the entire budget of the Con-
gress for the next six years' by making a
grant of $1.5 million. The Congress has
also, as a mattel: of policy, decided not to
accept any assistance from any other Ame-
ric:m foundation.

That the work of the Congress has been
completely free from any outside influence,
and in particular from that of the CIA, was
attested to by distinguished men like ]. K.
GalbraJth, George Kennan, Arthur Schlesinz-
ger, J., and the late Robert Oppenheimer,
who have been among the more important
collaborators of the Congress ever since it
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came into existence and who can, by n
stretch of imagination, be regarded as spokes.
men of the CIA er the Government of the
U.S. In their letter to the New York
Times dated May 5, 1966 they p\lb-
Iicly reaffirmed the independence of tbe
policy of the Congress and the integrity of
its officials.

[In a longish letter to the editor of Now,
published on January 28, 1966, Mr A. B.
Shah, CCiticising one of our editorial com-
ments on the Congress for Cultural Free-
dom in connection with the seminar at
Calcutta on The Teaching of Social Sciences,
said: i'It is the common practice of Olm-
munists to condemn everyone they dislike
as the agents of the U.S. State Depart-
ment. .... I am not worried by your com-
mentator's guesswork regarding the foun-
dation of the Congress for Cultural Free-
dom. Indeed, I would lil~e to sllggest that
he may liext time connect the C.c.F. with
the C.I.A. instead of with the State Depart-
ment." -( Italics ours).

How prophetic Mr Shah was! The con-
nection, of which he wa~ not aware, was
later established by the New York Times,
which is not yet a Communist daily.
Editor-Now] .

The new Lok Sabha erupted into
a hot debate last week over the range
and scope of CIA activities in this
country, which include, besides offer
of subsidies to so-called cultural ins.
titutions, substantial financial assis-
taqce to influence the elections. That
the CIA is no longer a mere int.elli.
gence agency but a' body for espion-
age and subversion is clear from its
active involvement in the strangula.
tion of liberation movements through.
out Asia, Africa and Latin America.
Cuba, lndonesia, Ghana are all ins-
tances of. how far the Yankees can
go in the name of saving the world
from Communism.

To India the damage done by the
CIA is already considerable. It has
spread itself to various fields in our
national life, including educational
institutions entrusted with the task
of injecting Americanism into our
country. It is an 'rony that the
Press in our country which has so
much to say on the destructive philo-
sophy of the Chinese Cultural Revo.
lut,ion has very little to sayan the
deepening American infiltration into
our way of life. Mr Chagla's assurance
in the House that all attempts to in.
duct the people into a political phil
sophy 'which is contrary to what we
believe in' will be strongly resisted
hardly arouses any optimism because

before
a Na-
a cul-

~uj, Chowdhury, might squat
~oindra Sadan and ask for
tional Theatre, nay, perhaps
tural revolution I

CCF And'CIA

Letters

tent cultural policy. All it had done
was to set up a Folk Entertainm~nt
Centre and throttle any progressIve
voice that was heard in this State.
So many things can be done now, so·
many things have to be done I The
new Government can guarantee that
theatre workers shall be no more
put to prison. They can also be as-
sured that no newspaper would
henceforth stop publishing advertise-
ments of a production just because
it does not like the play. The Rabin-
dra Sadan bungle is too well-known
to need any repetition. It is painful
to notice that this institution is still
managed by a committee on which
there are some who do not have much
culture in their marrow. Men like
Utpal Dutt, Tapas Sen, Sabitabrata
Dutt and Ajitesh Banerjee, who were
not even invited to see the stage
might be taken in and Rabindra
Sadan, without any financial involve-
ment, could be made to function as
the National Theatre in the truest
sense of the term.

Only the other day, the police au-
thorities stopped the performance of
a play about Vietnam. It is time
enough to realize that policemen
and theatre workers are strang-
ers. So why not relieve them of this
unpleasant duty?

The civic authorities in many
countries build up theatre houses and
subsidize theatre troupes. In our
State, they only ask for taxes and com-
plimentary tickets; and their red-
tap ism is proverbial. The the~tre
department of Calcutta CorporatLOn
could be now brought to its senses
and reminded of its civic obligations.
Further, in view of the scarcity of.
theatre houses, the new Government
might acquire four plots of land in
four corners of the city and ask the
performing troupes to raise funds for
constructing open-air theatres in
these places. All these, and many
things more, can be done, and done
without any financial involvement;
plans for food and employment will
not suffer in the least. Let there be
a commit,tee consisting of dramatists,
critics and representatives of drama.
organisations, which would draw up
a comprehensive programme for the
Bengali theatre and help the Govern-
ment execute it. Otherwise a day
may come very soon when history
would be repeated with roles revers-
ed. On the coming 25th Baisakh, a
band of people, led by Dr Pratap
Chandra Chunder and Mr Nirmalen-
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the Centre's known policy of sub-
icnee to anything American.

The opposition, now that Congress
ajority is reduced at t.he Centre,
ould force the Government to tell
e .\mericans that they should pack
p aud leave us free to look after our
n allairs. Failure to achieve self-
fficieneyin food should prove no
ar to evolving a self-sustained in-

dependent growth.
P. B. S.
Calcutta

The Historical Task
I have been provoked into writing
is letter by J. Mohan's remark
alllltta Diary, Match 10) , that "the
torical task in the current election

the replacement of the corrupt
ngressregime .... not the stamping
t of the revisionism" (italics mine) .
i remark implies that fighting the
ngressand fighting revisionism are

\eparate issues. This is precisely
revisionist hypothesis. The two

uel are vitally inter-linked. The
ht against revisionism released anti-
ngress forces and served as a
w~rful ideological weapon result-

III mass upsurge.
Adducing "new data on economic
elopments" the revisionists said
t five year plans with Soviet and
erican aid would probably enable

dia to do away with crises. They
'd that the home and foreign poli-

of the Congress Government
e, in the main, progressive.
e} often use the phrase Congress
irule depicting it not as a definite

of economic organisation which
vesrise to exploitation but simply
an abuse of power on the part of

in individuals and an injustice
the peasants and workers. The

ehru policy is depicted, not as a
h of definite economic forms of
nite economic classes but as mea-

-taken by the authorities, who
e' a 'false path' by mistake des-
their best intentions. Under the

uenceof a few years of 'industrial
ro'and 'prosperity: the revisionists
n to think of remodelling Marx-

. But life very SOon made it
r that crises were not a thing of
past. The recent 'theories' of the
i ionists are being forgotten by
1'}'body,even, it seems, by many
the revisionists themselves. The

breeze of free and open struggle
t the Congress and its apolo-

NOW
gists for the last few years blew into
a gale which swept away the Congress
from power and for the first time
created self-confidence among the
masses. The gale, how eve', raised
the mud from the bottom of' our
national political stream. The ex-
treme right wing of our country
gained, temporarily of course, over
the Left wing-thanks to the 'Rally
behind Nehru' policy zealously fol-
lowed over the years. If gave a free
hand to right reaction to capitalise
on the discontent of the masses.

J. Mohan chooses to use 'corrupt'
before the Congress in the lines I
quoted above. Here in West Bengal,
the exploitation and miseries of the
toilers are generally attributed not
to the bourgeois organisation of the
social economy, but, say, to corrup-
tion or the tyranny of the adminis-
tration. The degeneration of the
former Communists into the most
ordinary petty-bourgeois radicals
shows how serious is the mistake
'commited by !those who call upon
the workers to fight corruption and
Congress misrule without at the same
time explaining to them the antago-
nistic character of our social relations
and telling them that the struggle
against Congress misrule is necessary
only as a means of facilitating the
struggle against the bourgeoisie, that
the achievement of general democra-
tic demands is necessary for the
workers only to clear the road to vic-
tory over the chief enemy of the
working people viz., capital.

A trend which has been growing
particularly strong of late aims at
uniting all the groups for the win-
ning of political liberty and certain
other democratic demands. No
doubt, a durable amalgamation with
a durable programme of democratic
demands would be a useful step for-
ward here. But there is a danger.
As a minority in the government the
radical parties will have to bear the
consequences of all the actions and
inactions of the Government while
at -the same time their participation
in the Government may completely
paralyse the action of the working
class and peasantry, which they are
supposed to represent. If they are
incautious enough not to understand
the limitation of such a position or
aPe so over-cautious as to refrain fl;,om
sympathising with and participating
in the new government, confining
themselves merely to negative criti-
cism in their attitude to the related

parties they would commit the
greatest mistake.

Before I conclude, I quote two ex-
cerpts-which might be of interest
to your readers, from two articles,
'The Pros and Cons of Office Accept-
ance' by Subhas Chandra Bose and
'Congress Ministries' by M. K. Gan-
dhi in The Modern Review, August,
1937.

(1) "Are we to conclude then that noth-
ing substantial can come out of the policy
of accepting ministerial office? Certainly
not. Though unlike the majority of Con-
gressmen today I have no hopes of far-
reaching reforms through the instrument-
ality of Congress ministries, I nevertheless
believe that it is possible to utilise the policy
of office acceptance to the fullest extent and
advance the cause of Indian Independence.
But in order to accomplish that we have to
be wide awake and not allow the Congress
to degenerate into a glorified Liberal League
........ Last but not least, through office
acceptance, the Congress ministries will be
able to demonstrate to India and to the
world from their own administrative experi-
ence that there is little sCOpe for far-reach-
ing social reconstruction within the limits
of the Constitution of 1935. The experience
will prepare the Congress and the country
at large, psychologically for the final assault
on the citadel of reaction at Delhi and
Whitehall"-Subhas Bose.

(2) "This office acceptance is not intended
to work the Act anyhow. In the prosecu-
tion by Congress of its goal of complete in-
dependence, it is a serious attempt on the
one hand to avoid a bloody revolution and
on the other to avoid mass civil disobedience
on a scale hitherto not attempted".-M. K.
Gandhi.

RAMA KRISHNA DUTrA
Calcutta

Frankly speaking, I do not agree
with your "Shadows of Andhra"
(March 10). Thank God, you have
missed the articles of Mr Bhupesh
Gupta on the ·West Bengal election
results in New Age, February 26.

United Front ministries have been
formed in West Bengal and Kerala
on the basis of common programmes.
The parties and the ministers should
adhere-- to the common programme
and refrain from mutual recrimina-
tions at the ministerial and govern-
ment levels. But to curb ideological
and political battle at the highest
level is outrageous. Formation of
united front governments does not
and cannot deprive a Marxist-Leni-
nist party 6£ ~ts independent role.

Consider. th,e editorial 'Which .Way
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realisation of its main political slo-
gan of a N ationl Democratic Front.
And now gradually and in course of
years it hopes to curb the power of
monopoly capital and establish social-
ism through structural reforms.

Now, one would like to ask, will
the vested interests sit tight during
the intervening period and herald
their own doom with folded hands?
The Constitution was framed by
vested interests and the united front
government in the States cannot in-'
terfere with the fundamental right of
the vested interests to exploit and
loot. The experiences of Indonesia,
Ghana and Iraq show that unless the
bureaucracy, army and the police
whose upper echelons come from the
affluent strata of the society and who
patiently wait for their own time to
hit back and drown in blood the pro-
gressive forces, is smashed completely,
no progressive government can con-
sider itself safe.

The people are fighting not a small
and insignificant enemy, A Marxist-
Leninist party must prepare and
educate the people for all eventuali-
ties. To ask for 'moratorium' in
politics, as Mr Dange wants, is to

/

A Missed Chance
Mr S. M. Joshi, Chairman, SSP

said in a Press interview that h'
party would join the West Beng
Government only on condition tha
the .chief Minister 'agrees to inc1ud
one sch~duled caste member and
woman in the' Cabinet. It woul
have been a good gesture if the S5
West Bengal recommended th
name of a scheduled caste me
bel' of their assembly unit for inc!
sion in the Cabinet. Instead, th
recommended Mr Kashikanta Maitr
They might have stolen the thund
-the only party which did not fo
get' the schedule castes.

A. N. S
Santinike

leave the political and organisation
initiative with the parties of vested
interests, Political education of the
masses and organisational prepara·
tions are the best guarantee for th
strength of the united front govern-
ments.

I
HAVE

CHANGED
TO

RATH'
VANASPATI
~~

'0". ;••••

~}:;:::;:;;:....... ··.:.;;:·:::t!r!

~'

India' of the local daily of the Right
CPI (March 10), "It is true that
the slrengLh of the pro-American
rightist parties in the Lok Sabha has
increased. But the number of MPs
of the left parties and MPs who gene-
rally have faith in socialism is far
greater. Besides, in at least iive
States left democratic governments
have been formed, , , ,If all these for-
ces exert simultaneous pressure, then
the Congress Government at the
Centre with its slender majority will
be able to overcome the influence of
the pro-American rightist elements".

One may call it betrayal since the
Right CPI fought the elections and
won votes on the slogan of throwing
the Congress out of power. Finding
sensible and socialist elements inside
the Congress leaders hi p has been an
obsession with the Right CPI. This
is consistent with its Party Programme
where it characterised the Congress
party and the Government as the
party and Government of the na-
tional bourgeoisie.

Further, the leadership of the Right
CPI has hailed the formation of the
United Front Government in West
Bengal (what about Kerala?) as the
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For its vitamin-rich goodness.
For the taste it adds to my cooking.
And because my family absolutely
loves food Gooked i'fJ.

• Rath Vanaspati. .
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